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PREFACE

allowing paper is one of seven required by the
4atic,, 11 Astitute of Education (NIE) grant to the Edu-
catio *.ammission of the States for the administration
'f the National Assessment of Educational Progress
kiAEP) The papers are intended to raise significant

4,.estions *bout NAEP functions and procedures in order
to apprise the Assessment Policy Committee of its tech-
nical and administrative options as NAEP moves into a
second decade of activity. According to the NIE Program
Announcement, each paper should include "discussions
about the significance of a national assessment of edu-
cational progress for (a) informing public opinion, (b)
influencing educational and other social policies, (c)
identifying specific educational and research needs and
(d) contributing to the goal of improving education."
Thus, the papers combine broad theoretical considera-
tions with very concrete discussions of potential op-
tions and their trade offs. All the papers are sugges-
tive, rather than definitive -- starting points for dis-
cussion rather than end points.

Two fundamental questions undergird these papers.
First, if one were to design' a national assessment pro-
gram from scratch to serve the needs of the eighties and
nineties, what would it look like? What theory would it
draw upon? What constituents would it serve? How would
it operate? And second, given that an assessment has
been operating for 10 years, how do answers to these
questions match the current NAEP? How could the current
NAEP be changed to accommodate needs and technology un-
forseen when it was begun in the 1960s? As these ques-
tions weave in and out of the discussions of various
issues, it will become clear that the answers one gives
will probably depend upon one's assumptions about such
things as the way society, education and science work,
as well as one's familiarity with the theory, politics,
history and operation of the current National Assess-
ment.

There are many ways to implement the 1979 legisla-
tion mandating a national assessment. Some are undoubt-
edly better than others in certain respects; all have
both advantages and drawbacks, complicating even the
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simplest comparisons among alternatives. In such a sit-
uation, it is imperative that advocates for various mod-
els of a national assessment adopt an open, interdis-
ciplinary approach to rethinking the Assessment, listen-
ing carefully to each other and respecting professional
differences of opinion.

Individuals charged with making policy decisions
about NAEP members of the Assessment Policy Committee
and members of the U.S. Congress will find that, in
many instances, attempts to strengthen the Assessment in
one regard will weaken it in some other regard. Given a
certain level of funding, advances in some areas come at
the expense of others. The National Assessment can nei-
ther be all things to all people nor a single, unchang-
ing enterprise. It will always represent a oombination
of various tensions. The question for its future is not
how do we eliminate those tensions? Rather it is: How
do we harness those tensions creatively to keep the As.
sessment abreast of the times and continually relevant
to America's long-term need for information about the
status of education?

2
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INTRODUCTION

The Purpose of This Paper

This paper addresses two questions raised in the
National Institute of Education (NIE) Program Announce-
ment for the National Assessment of educational Progress
(NAEP) grant: (1) "How can NAEP provide useful informa-
tion concerning two central issues of Amerioan education

eduoational equity, and standards and levels of lit-
eracy, particularly with regard to linguistic and ethnic
minorities?" And (2), "What kinds of data can be col -
leoted and analyses performed to chart changes in liter-
acy over time and provide clues about the types of pro»
grams required for improving literacy?"

The answers to the questions are easy to state in
their most general form: There are many ways NAEP can
provide useful information about equity and literacy,
onoe the terms "useful," "equity" and "literacy" are
defined; there are many kinds of data NAEP can collect
and analyze in various ways to ohart changes in literacy
over time; and, without major ohenges in the current
design of NAEP, there are few things NAEP can do to pro-
vide more than the most general clues about the effec-
tiveness of partioular literacy programs. Detailing and
explaining these general answers in terms that generate
discussion and clarify polioy alternatives will be the
major thrust of the paper.

Several assumptions undergird this discussion:

1. The Program Announcement questions oonflate
several kinds and aspeots of measurement that
must be sorted out and understood separately.
Some people would view a national assessment
primarily as a descriptive study, much like the
U.S. census; some would view it primarily as an
analytioal study permitting diagnostic analy-
ses, experiments and research similar to tradi-
tional eduoational research; some would view it
primarily as an instrument for large-soale edu-
cational and social program evaluation. These
visions, are not fully compatible with one an-
other, eaoh having its own constituents, its

3
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own body of theory and methodology, its own way
of defining utility and its own history of suo-
ceases and failures. Some oombinations are, of
course, possible, but a national assessment

4 with limited funding is unlikely to satisfy
everyone't needs or desires. The Assessment
Polioy Committee must weigh the many demands
made upon NAEP for various kinds of information
and decide whioh will be met at the expense of
other! An even larger polioy body must deoide
where a national assessment, onoe defined, fits
into the national picture of researoh and in-
formation gathering.

2. Definitions of literacy have ohanged, histori-
cally. There are currently many definitions
and there will doubtless be others in the fu-
ture.

3. Equity oan be defined in numerous ways, eaoh of
which has very different implications for meas-
urement and for policy.

4. The groups believed to be viotims of inequity
have ohanged over time and will change in the
future.

5. Largely beoause they are fluid oonoepts defined
differently by different groups and at differ-
ent times, both Mammy and equity have eluded
reliable long-term measurement.

6. The exact relationships between eduoation, lit-
eracy and equity are obsoured by oomplex inter-
actions between suoh faotors as the eduoational
system, the eoonomio system, olass attitudes,
racial attitudes and various soolopolitioal
ideologies and institutions.

These considerations must give pause to anyone oon-
templating long-term, measurement of oranges in these
areas. For example, the first oonsideration suggests
that if NAEP is designed primarily to be desoriptive, it
may be an inadequate or inappropriate tool for evalua-
tion of such things as suooessful literaoy programs.
The second and third considerations suggest that the
measuring instrument(s) be broad and flexible to a000m-
modate a variety of dynamic definitions of both literacy
and equity. The fourth suggests that the sample being
assessed should inolude a diverse enough population to
accommodate dynamio definitions of affeoted groups of

4
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Americans. The fifth suggests a need for realistic ex-
pectations and imagination. And the sixth consideration
suggests that the measurement should not be tied solely
to traditionally defined educational institutions and
programs. At the least, it should be designed to inte-
grate well into sources of noneducational data such as
census studies, labor statistics and the like.

In the pages that follow, each of these suggestions
will be expanded upon with reference to the National
Assessment of Educational Progress as it is presently
defined and as it might be defined in the future to bet-
ter meet needs for information about literacy and eq-
uity. Part 1 will explore differing conceptions of lit-
eracy, ways in which NAEP can address certain of them,
ways in which NAEP can serve as a proving ground for
literacy measures, and potential enhancements to the
current NAEP model. Part 2 will explore NAEP's contri-
bution to equity studies as a desoriptive data base and
a source of analytical inquiry. Part 3 will examine
trade offs involved in potential enhancements of the
current design.

A Framework for Weighing Policy
and Design Alternatives

Three major tensions permeate all facets of the
Assessment and influence all decisions about how it
might be changed. The first is the tension between
short-term and long-term interests: a decision to im-
prove NAEP's utility in the short-term could impact ad-
versely upon its long-term mission, and vice versa. The
second is a tension between breadth/descriptiveness and
depth /analytical capacity. And the third is the tension
between the informational needs of diverse clients.
Many things can be accomplished within the current NAEP
framework that balance short-term/long-term, breadth/-
depth and audience interests. But, given limited re-
souroes, these polar considations compete with one
another. Discussion of NAEP's contributions to literacy
and equity knowledge requires a general understanding of
this competition and its consequences for the Assess-
ment's design.

The short- term /long -term trade off is easy to un-
derstand. If we tailor an assessment to address today's
issues on today's timetable, it may prove useless 10
years hence. Not only might the issues have changed but
the methodology for gathering short-term data could be
inappropriate for long-term measurement.

5
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The audience trade off problem is equally clear. A
"latent trait" approach to measuring reading performance
might provide information useful to psychologists but
incomprehensible or maddening to reading professionals
interested in a different kind of data or a larger pool
of MAU reading items. Many ways of collapsing, struc-
turing, scaling or weightihg data represent clarifica-
tion to some audiences but mystification to others.
Since MAEP relies upon the voluntary cooperation of
schools and the good will of various subject-matter pro-
fessionals, associations and political groups, audience
trade offs are not trivial considerations.

The breadth/depth, descriptive/analytical trade off
deserves special comment because it bears especially on
the issues of literacy and equity. As it is currently
designed, the National Assessment represents a hybrid
descriptive/analytical undertaking. On the descriptive
aide, breadth is the primary consideration. It employs
a broad sample, a broad coverage of subject areas, a
broad coverage of objectives within subject areas, many
different kinds of measures, broad background variables
and an assessment not only of knowledge but of skills
and attitudes. Breadth requires discrete exercises,
matrix sampling, national units of analysis and the lo-
gistics and time commitments associated with large-scale
survey work. Descriptive data tend to be like aerial
photographs, revealing features that cannot be seen on
the ground; they invite disciplined observation, ru-
mination, a thoughtful study of facts similar to the
activity of the historian. Descriptive data suggest
hypotheses and point to potentially fruitful areas of
more focused research. They do not lend themselves to
focused decision making; rather, they contribute to an
atmosphere of beliefs, ideas and theories.

On the analytical side, depth is the primary con-
sideration. The hunt for relationships between socio-
educational factors and educational performance is best
facilitated by a sample deep enough for fine-cell analy-
sis and by precise curricular, resource and socioeco-
nomic variables. Some of the features that make NAEP a
useful descriptive study (e.g., its breadth, its matrix
sample) can be nuisances to researchers who are in-
terested in cross-sectional work, more easily collapsi-
ble data, policy timeliness or experimental control.
Analytical data should bear on specific policy questions
and should invite hypothesis testing and mathematical
modeling. If NAEP's descriptive function is like taking
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aerial photographs of a dam site, its analytical func-
tion is like conducting environmental impact studies.
Both are critical to dam building but each is a distinct
activity. To a certain degree, NAEP permits both func-
tions.

As Figure 1 suggests, a certain amount of analyti-
cal work has always been done and there is more to be
done within the current model. But there are limits to
NAEP's analytical capacity; without massive funding, an
increase in depth can only be purchased at the expense
of breadth. One of the Assessment Policy Committee's
major tasks in the next decade, then, will be to weigh
the comparative contributions of NAEP's descriptive and
analytical functions and to consider the long-term im-
plications of a reorientation in one or the other direc-
tions.

If the suggestions raised throughout this paper are
evaluated within a policy framework such as the one
sketched here, the National Assessment can move into the
eighties witt, a thorough knowledge of its capacity to
respond to cfi, ft and remain an important, unique source
of information auout American education.

7
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PART 1

LITERACY

Introduction

It is not surprising to find literacy and equity
discussed in the same.paper since the former has long
been .thought to, be a precondition for.the.latter. Ever
since Horace Hann defined education as *the. balance
wheel-of the social machinery" there have been those who
felt- that a truly equitable society would not evolve
until.all-Americans shared-a-level-of literacy enabling
each to compete for the social goods and rewards-he or
she linked to the pursuit of happiness. As-society has
grown more technical, increasing numbers. of Americans
have sought more and more education in the belief that

_higher_levels-of-Literacy-are-needed-to-keep7ahreast-of-
progreds: MitiOritiesilive looked to, education Ss a pri-
mary means of 'remedying social ineqUities and acquiring
a- fairer share-of the*socialgoods. Until recently, few
Americani questioned the values of literacy for social
and economic success or improving the life chances of
minorities.

However, a number,of developments have challenged
the conventional wisdom and created uncertainties about
the meaning-of the--word literacy, the.level-of.literacy,
required to pass .through public schooling or "survive"
economically after graduation, and the precise relation-
ship_ of literacy to various economic and social out-
comes.-

AMe_development has been-a profound-disendhantment
With-.the. public schools .and a widespread belief' that,
whatever-literacy. is, .the --schools ere-not-inculcating
enough of it into. Amerioan youngsters. Declining test

-scores piparticularly'in verbal skills, reading. end
_14.0iasi.e:contributed-to-a-feir-that.the,present.genera-
tion:will: be unequal to the demands- sin increasingly.eom,.
7011Cited,-conimunications6oriented society will make upon

the _Same time, paradoxically, numerous social
thinkeri'have'begun to argue that literacy may not be as
Amportant- as literate people would like. to believe.
ChimOioni of electronic media, for.instance, have argued



that -traditional, print-oriented literacy skills will
sooty-be-passe, itthey: art--not--al ready4e.g.:-, -McLuhan
1969)-4- Bell TelePhOne- advertisements suggest that let-
os:: ire. 0153m.y,, inefficient . means of doing. -business...

-Computer s -in for-mat idit4roces 81 machines . and,
satellite hookups are predicted to* free us from - labor-
some,- "linear" ways of communicating, such as -reading
and- writing. -Social critics such as Christopher Latch

Ra nda l l
toCiety, does :not-: need-: .,highly,.- literate,' popun!

lation,-hectaust --tewer- and -fewer Jobs really require the
careful -thinking*: -associated with reading-and* writing.
The best-evidence that they are- not- needed _lies- in the
faCir..Lasch asserts, .that- they are .not being produced.

.,treces ,,,Horttedter., (19.631,.._1104r_stein_(-11.61.) -

and_ Others,. a steady trend in American, educational his-
tory 'away from -Standard's of high literacy- toward trivia-
lizededucetiOn for the "great 'army of incapahlet." Such
a trend .relegates literacy to narrower and narrower do-
mains.

Less pessimistic critics, such as Williams (1998)
suggest *that literacy remains, important but not as .crit-

:as- I iter
believe. -Other studies corroborate - this..by_ providing
;evidence that.- people overrate: .,the. literacy-demands of
-Jobs*-..end* underrate -Outten -ingenuity and resoUrcefUlness.
-Jencks, for example, notes that students who leave high
school with 8th grade reading -skills are by no means
unemployable: "At.:least in economic terms, "he writes,
"the cost of reading- at- 8th -grade--rather than 12th-grade-
level is quite smal"(Jencks,-1972,- p. 110). A -great
many people seem to be functioning well who would be
Judged "functionally illiterate"--by--one test-or--another.
In this connection, too, a point made by Daniel
Boorstein (1967) may be worth_ _keeping in mind. . When
America had a scarcity of legal and medical learning,
the result -was---not --a' scarcity -of lawyers- and doctors,
but the development, instead, of new kinds of lawyers
and doctors, ,new. concepts of law an medicine.

Another development challenging traditional notions
about --literacy is a barrage of widely publicized studies
of the relationship between education- -and success show-
ing- -that -education has- not markedly -closed the -gap be-
tWeen _rich- and poor Americans in this century (-Blau and
Duncan; 1978; Sewell, 1971; Jencks, '1972;* Bowles and
Gintis,,-1976; Brittain, 1977; Dorn, 1979). As some of
the- tables- in Appendix A reveal, there have been in-
creases in educational attainment for all Americans, but
these have not always or consistently led to decreases

10



the income gap between haves and have mots.. Thus,
polloy,;..makers are confronted with some evidence -:ttat'
increased literacy translates_into economic advantage
and. some-evidenoe that it does not. And if they
choose to believe the former, they are also presented
with contradictory evidence about how schools oca "make
a difference."

To add to the confusion, a' revival of pluralist
social theory-has fostered the idea that the literacy
needs of different groups of Amerioans.differ with their
values, languages dialects, traditions and -goals.. A
contextual, relativistic view of literacy, defining it
as an ability to manipulate the symbolic code of,one's
culture or.suboulture, both broadens the concept beyond
reading and writing and narrows it to the needs of a
given individual in a given environment with given
goals. Such an approach:brings sophistication to the
concept but frustrates policy making.

Each of these developments -- confusion about ex-
isting levels .of literacy, the efficiency with. which
schools are promoting literacy, the true function of
literacy.in'today-vs and tomorrow's.societies,-the-rela-
tion between, literacy and wealth or quality of life and
the presence.ofsmany definitions of literacy for differ-
ent_groups and situations....complicates a- matter once
viewed as relatively simple.' Concurrent with these com-
plications,' however_ , there remains a_persistent.belief-
-that'wt-know More than enough about literacy.Wunder-
stand and psrOtote it effectively. .For-most people-lit.
eracy means ability to'read-and -write-at-a-level that
facilitates smooth entry into adulthood and an ability
to pursue happiness-as an-individual may:choose-to -de-
line it. At this general level. we'all feel we know-what
literacy is, we know the schools are primarily responsi-
ble for teaching it and we know that it is valuable .both
as means to social or economic ends or as an end in it-
self.

The situation a national assessment faces, then, is
this's On the one hand, there is widespread belief that
we know what literacy is, Where people acquire it and
how is used; on .-the. other hand,- there is evidence
that beyond a very general .definition,.literaoy is dif-
ficult to define to everyone's satisfaction, literacy
levels and standards are even more controversial than
definitions, the concept of literacy is changing rapidly
and-there .'i's -1shoh we.do not know about.-how it is,best

-taught'and how it translates into particular psychologi.

11
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:old, social or economic 'benefits. The political and
ptaq.0.90.4splietations.._0.f..,thte_mixture.ot.:knowledgi and
ignorance for anyone .setting.odt to measure 'literacy
_Over the long' term-should be obvious.

Literacy.Isaues NAEP Could,Address
Without Major Design Changes

One approach to. :identifying future roles for na-
tional- assessment. is-to Witermine What the **lent Ha-
tiOn41 .Assessment can and cannot do.- If polio! makers
decide -it should, do more than 'it doe's now or..do some-
thing. different, they:can. examine potentialmotfloa-

-tient.- -Here we ate-concoirned-Iath contributions to un-
derstanding the problern of literacy that HAEP,,unitiuely,
can Maki within its-present'theoretical. and'Prictical
constraints.. The word-Juniouelymust be stressed,',for
there is no point in redesigning HARP to provide infor-
mation now available from other sources. Many changes
could be made.wit4n"t0e. prOWit.,10001..0.1nOlase:its.
coritribdflohi,.bUt these will not be considered major.
Major changes would involve rOconceptualizing-HAEP's
role and redeaAgning,the,entire model; they,wiMbe oon-
sidered'in tho'next'section: _

The
.

currentAitional Assessment. is well suited to
address qUestions aboUt the distribution of literacy in
America and 'questions about efficient means of assessing
and monitoring various literacies.

The Distribution of Literacies

Estimates of illiteracy or "functional illiteracy"
in America range from 1% to 50% of the adult population
(U.S. Census, 1969, 1977; Harmon, 1970; Harris, 1970;
Vogt, 1973; Adult Performance Level Project, 1975; Puna-
tional Literacy ... 1 1976; Mdrphy, 1973; Copperman,
1978; Fisher, 1978; Harmon and Hunter, 1979). The rea-
son there is so much discrepancy in estimates is that
different studies employ different definitions of liter-
acy, different measuring instruments and different sam-
ples of the population. If one defines illiterates as
people who are 14 years old or older but have completed
fewer than five years of schooling, the figure is 2.8%.
If one defines illiterates as people who cannot perform
certain reading and writing tasks deemed "functional" by
some_ group of "experts," the figure can be as -high as
50%. And if one defines literacy as the ability to, read
demanding materials with good comprehension and write

12
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clear prose suitable to particular audiences, most Amer.
'icans,may,be in hot mrater:!:.,This-Babel" hauimpeded
forts to discoyer. the true magnitude of literacy and
illiteracy ,Fortunately, however,' the Na.-
tional Assessment has been broad enough to accommodate a
number of _definitions_ of literacy. over the years.
'Should it continue to be defined broadly, it will ammo
modate a number of ;future definitions as well, permit.
'ting the 'kind 'of long-term* measurement that has been
-elusiVe in-the past. A brief review of some major'defe
initions of literacy and NAEP design characteristics
should serve -to illustrate this particular strength of
'the Assessment.

- Those who define literacy as a rocess see it as an
intention to make'meaning, an attempt o understand in.
formation, or a complex of largely unconscious psycho-
logical, cognitive and social activities -- most of
which are beyond the reach of traditional measurement
tools. Those-who define it behaviorally list many lev-
els:

1. The ability to read and write one's name.

2. The ability to read such materials as are crit.
Joel to "survival" (i.e., legal documents,
health and safety information, job notidet,
application forms) and to write sufficiently to
fill out forms.

3. The -ability to perform. reading and writing
tasks required for performing one's job antis-
factorily.

4. The ability to read with comprehension a range
of materials for a variety of purposes and to
write ea range of communications'for a variety
of purposes and audiences.

5. The ability to perform (3) and to perform fuC-
damental mathematical computations and access
resources such as libraries.

6. The ability'to perform (4) and to act aggres.
sively in behalf of one's rights and responsi-
bilities as a citizen.

7. Mastery of fundamental processes of reading,
writing, problem solving, computing, speaking
and listening; and mastery of a core knowledge

13
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base in the sciences and humanities;- and.mas-
,tery_of .beeie_toAle study_ sufficient_to
enable one to pursue any personal goals in this
.soality. -

Literacy (1) is usually thought of is too Minimal
ler,.the-Medern world.,:.,Literacies (2) and (3)- embrace' a
variety of efunational,* *minimal" and *surviliel*:.defi-*
.nitiOns; Literioles. (4) and 5) sibradelik0Woutcames
*of* Al$111-, ...hoot , education. ( 6-.)-;gastakee.:, in
"attitietifirletraiiiii-t- 1'100 Ttitiffii0 wawa

:the goal ofAiliberal-education-.- Each' -of theie
definitions has a constituency with a social 'or educe:

Agents_ ant a need..tor dita. In. addition- -to
these, one hears of **galentifid,*. "consumer, "' ANN-
vnomltim- *historical* and- otheraptutic*--Iiteribles.
Presuiably, one men be liberally' educated" end*, remain
-ignOraht about such survival- matters. aa energy, foreign
affairs -and inflation or' suoh 'quality-of-life-matters

_smtv_mus la end-phi,lo so ph y . , At more-and- mot Amiri--
clans are educated out of old definitions of illiteracy,
the society seems to create new definitions to- worry

. .

aboUt.

Faced with many definitions. 'and levels of literacy
and the,promiw of,more to.00me, one who would-Woes' it
'over' the long run- must , have a flexible and inclusive.
instrument. This, the. Assessment is, by...design. Some
important relevant features:

1. Doh. .adeetsment aims .gather. information
about a wide range. of ,--concerns. The reading
assessment invol-VeS* "survival" tasks, such as
reading parking tickets, job notices, safety
information and the like; but it also involves
reading editorials, graphs, stories, biog-
raphies and even. poems. The writing assessment
requires- skill in -filling out -forms -and compos-
ing job application letters; but it also as-
sesses abilities to compose expressive and per-
suasive essays, write various kinds of letters
and revise first drafts. The mathematics as-
sessment, as well, covers a range, of skills
from the simple to the complex. If, 20 years
hence, mathematical _literacy (*numeraae) is
defined as an ability to perform algebraic
tasks, the Assessment will have relevant data
from the. 1970s because it included algebra in
its early- assessments. Had the assessment been
defined in *terms of basics, it would have
proven too narrow for long-term use.
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.Should-a general literaoy- definition expand,to
inolUde a.smattering.of skills across- a-number
of.subjeot .areas, a 'broad_ NAEP working in at
least '10 areas oould sodommodate the expansion.
A more narrowly oonoelved NAEP -- limited to
only 'reeding,'writing. and iithematiOs would
be less useful in the long run: In addition, a
oomprehenlive NAEP permits interdiseiplinary
study-Af_literaoy'..1-.e..,-reading'and writing
in the contexts of galena', oitizenship, work
or the arts. Polley makers must oarefully as-
sess the long-term oonsequenoes of a narrowly
oonceived NAEP. While such a program may ap-
pear to be cheaper now, it could be extrava-
gantly expensive in terms of the amount of data
lost and the oast of ohronic retooling to ad-
dress short -term 'issues.

2. Any single assessment includes, as noted, easy,
as'well as.diffioult, Materials. The Assess-
ment is. not tuned to a outoff point to-disorim-
inate among, individuals and rank order .them.
In addition to this. edvan,tage,..every.assessment
inolude"- (Or shouid include) '._a._. ,variety__,
items', Item -formats, performance tasks and
questionnaires. The- 'writing -assesalent re-
quiret 'writing (many-writing-tests-do not); the
reading :assssment, inoludes..shOrt and long
written responses as well as multiple- ohoioe
questions; the mathematics assessment'alsw.in.
eludes, open- ended. response tasks. All. assess-
ments gather- information about attitudes as
well as achievement levels. This diversity or
approaoh has obvious advantages over the use of
an instrument that relies exclusively upon one
type of item or .format or-response:mode." (See
Appendix C for desoriptions of NAEP materials
in reading, writing and literature.)

3. The very prooess of defining and creating an
assessment is' oonduoive to lOng-term utility.
The fewer the groups represented in the
objectives- and exeroise-development phases,
the fewer the groups who will find their-def-
inition of literaoy in the assessment. NAEP
empiegys a consensus. approach that inoludes the
oonoerns:. *tie- wide range of 'groups; Besides
its _obvious relevance to longterm utility,
this approach also serves.periodically,to bring
into- fo'cu's a national perspective on literaoy
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that is important in itself.

The.:.. Assessiaent .samples :..thr.,ee oritioal age
groUpsIdiiillit. it shoald..iample 'AMU as.

oral,- to put, -'t h- . result if '0 rfthe`.
. leAool.ag. youngsters .inte,perspective, but .to-
: monitet4hat4et-in' th-e*.2rites"
tend to -.0401. or 1.nor440:th.te.literidy:akills.,
It :.addition,,-.:the*StsetsMAnt!..teMpiWmeay050..
104P14:2".9.t

17-yearelds and rural
inhabitants ..:.all ,groupswith :higher ttnn.v.
*rag* :elites the Attesoment
eShanott. itc.otpaoity,Ao*. analyze these :groups,!.'
sehievelents-by other variables 'such at, Oren-
tal')**duciatibli';

nity and school charasteristiotv its ability lo.
menitor-tr ends -foie pol lc p-relerint-groups will
increase.

To illustrate how ,thete fsatures contribute to lit.
@racy. Analysis, oonsider the following tituation. ";Two
greupt_ef peepAe_have,, arm ivsd At-two differeet.definitiers .,4f7 Woad _

-ereeiet-art'AfttribUteCamong.:Amstio01:1TiltestelAs-lhd-

-the-Slattery sOMSfundoMental- reading, writing; oornOU
,ta tio n,and .thinking. skills ..--Ths.4roup defines -reading.
literacy in terms' of fUnetioritll . ,10 real
world, "everyday" reading' tasks.. It. ,defines writift
literao.y_in _terms:. of_ knoOltdge_o sumer- and possession
of low4lemel skills suoh as the Ability to write a com-
plete sentence or piiigriph corrootly, 1.4., with oor.
root spelling, oapitalization and punctuation. It be.
Wove. that high .school graduates: should- be. able -to add,
subtraott, multiply and divide, as well as know basic
Mithsmatictl facts. Andi when" 'defining literaoy in
terms of the cognitive skills involved in-aoquiring it,
the group is interested the lower cognitive levels of
knowledge and oomprehension.

Group -B.feels that higher-level skills are required
for a meaningful ooneept of literacy. The group is more
interested in "inferential" reading skills than in lit-
eral oomprheesion._ _It defines writing skill in, terms
of .ability to master deep struoture, rather than surfs°e
struoture aspeots of writing,' and ability, to address

. different audienoes and. situations with, the appropriate
strategies. .It.- considers understanding and application
of. mathematios to have more long-term bearing on young-
sters' lives-thin-cautery of low-level skills; led,
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JIhen::_defininuliteracy'in terms of the cognitive skills
...M.requires., -the --group. feels,; that applioation, analysis
and.. Sytitheoie-ar4(.oentral to. a literacy one can use

-friuitfulay.-'`Hoti much could the groups learn from NAEP
-data? What improvements could be made to provide them
with more or better. data?

Literacy A. If group A browsed through NAEP data in
reading, -writing, mathematics, science, functional lit-
erady, bisIO:Oth (double sampled in_19754.6) and lit-
eral comprehension (triple sampled in 1974-75) looking
at both aggregated and eXeroise-level data, here is what
they would discover (see Appendix A for a more complete
explanation):

1. The vast majority of America's 17-year-olds
appear to have command of very basic reading,
writing, computing and thinking skills.

2. Even when percentages are as high as 90% on
basic tasks, that still leaves 10% of the 17-
year -olds who may not be able to perform them,
and that translates into hundreds of thousands
of poopli .. not an insignifiqant _number.

3. Percentages.are much lower 'for minority groups
and people in low-SES {socioeconomic) cate-
gories. As basic as, Literacy A is, dispropor-
tionate numbers of people in these groups ap-
pear not to have achieved it.

_ .

4. The situation does not appear to be worsening.
The percentage of 17-year-olds possessing Lit-
eracy A is not declining, and some groups are
narrowing the gap between themselves and the
nation.

Literacy_ B. The reading component of Literacy B is
defined as possession of "higher- level" and "inferenc-
ing" skills. Although it sounds simple enough to sepa-
rate -those kinds of skills from the "lower - level"
skills, it is not an easy matter. Theorists of reading
comprehension can muddy interpretations of test results
by arguing that both high- and low-level skills ere
Prebably-at work in= any act 'of eqmprehension. Students
may-do poorly on' so- called literal comprehension items
-either bec.ause they lack some' low-level skills (e.g.,
-decoding)-or, because they_ look somo'higher-level ones
(e.g., forecasting). Students may perform less well on
inferential tasks either because they look some skills

peculiar to inferencing or because they simply have not
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mastered : the lobier . skills yet. For purposes of this
-assuine..that -group, .Bbelletell.higher-level

ooMprehension. is more* than the -.Mlle' of a number of
loWer.le4.11-ski/is. That is," 'it .involvet...Some:Ognitive

.40tivities-that are 'different- friim:thOie engaged in
low level- tasks. Consequently., a..polloy. .implioatiOn of.
changes -ln'highirlevel"-prooesting aiskills.:'15ttfat-they-
oantiot be,. improved,' simply by teaohing the lower-level.

s'.: oannOt be imprOliiid
incliiterai-y.k.

We will like the same assumption for writing', math-
_ematios, analysis and synthesis
skills. -1.Iteras4 B inoludes some elements- of Literaoy A
and is somewhat dependent upon it., but it also' repre-sents' a different" kind of aotivity-fostired by different
tesohing and- learning models.

Here .is what- group B is likely to find:
1. Although the majority of .17-year-olds has ao-

glared Literaoy B, a oonsiderable minority --
perhaps as . many. as a third -has not. This
trifislates-into-perhaps...-a-million.a7youngsters
sboant " "to° inter :thAs...jOb._.niirkiit. who 1Xok have

their
quality .of, life and their_opportunities.

al

2. The peroentage of 17-year-.olds in possession of
Literao, B is deolining.*

3. The peroentages are even lower for minorities
and. people .in lower HS ostegories. And there
are no signs that the gap between them. and the
national population is olosing signifioantly.

. . . . .

Both groups A and B would be expeoted to define
their literaoies oarefully; the analysis oould be done
using any set -of exeroises and variables the groups
ohoose. They would be expeoted to view the results in
the light of other eduoational and sooial information.
The point. worth stressing. is that two oonoepts of liter-
soy with different polioy implioations oould be pursued
because the assessments r have been broad- enough to .sup-
port. them._ In additlonv..a..group-C might have defined
literaoy in terms of oonaumerism, and another might havede-fined it in relation to the fine arts. All oould find
oomplex whioh is to say more preoise -- data that do
not exist anywhere else. No other indloes -- SAT
soores, one-time*studies, Gallup polls, eto. -- are halfso rioh in information.
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----However, as things-ourrently'standi groups'A and B
would not find_NAEPAata easy to-work with. The anily-
SO of Litersoies A and B described in Appendix B were
done quiokly by someone thoroughly familiar with NAEP
reports. more oarefullr oonstructed;- responsible
stud}, would require a thorough acquaintance not only
with reports_ but with_the_NAEP exercise pool, data-ao-
oess system and analysis prooedures. Not only would
groups A and 8 lack that-knowledge4-they would have dlr»
fioulty aoquiring it, since there is presently no cen-
tral index of NAEP-measures, reports and analyses. This
141 only one of several problems the groups would have

Another problem is that Literaoies A and B should
ideally be defined in terms of specific. items, not nec-
essarily the same items -NAEP aggregated to create its
reports. OnOo a group has created such a definition, it
is unlikely that the pool of items will -match the pools
used to oaloulate the results 'presented 'in published
NAEP reports. Group-Ai-for instance4'may well find the
Right to Read/NAEP definition-of "functional" literaoy
different from its definition, requiring new calcula-
tions-from new.data:. .Steptrare underway- to-facillitate
this kind of analysis-through.improved data access sys-
tems. Another-approach might be to establiih special
literaoy paokages that, though administered along with a
full assessment, are *scored, analyzed and reported sepa-
rately.

Another diffioulty groups, are likely to have with
NAEP data-la that NAEP percentages are not referenced to
oriteria or desirable levels of performance. A mean of
55% may be oause-for optimism or despair, depending upon
how one feels about the importance of the exercises it
inoludes. .The exercises-used-for the- functionalliter-
aoy study (HAM represent an exception to this rule
bsoause they were first judged to-be.items.all 17-year-
olds' should know and then referenced to the real per-
formanoe of a group of excellent readers. In order to
wrest polioy implications from a single collection of
NAEP items, one would have ,to establish -criteria of. some.
tort..

NAEP....biokground variables_ may not always be the
ones literaoy analysts would use. Groups A and B would
probably be interested in different sets of NAEP varia-
bleb end would probably want finer breakdowns of some
resultS than.NAEP.can provide with it's present-sample.
In addition, they might well want information about TO-
nority-groups about-WhOli-NAEPAiid.no data, again because
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of sample size.

:.*.These considerations suggest that within the pre-
sent model, the National _Assessment could have even
Pester utility for literacy studies if some of the fol..
.lowing -massures;,areAaken:

1.: Measures have already been taken to- -improve
'0.1mA:scoops-to raw NAEP data and materials.
In-,additlo14:50M0 effort.to'Andex .all-NAEP-ma-
tiria14_potentially-.relevant. to literacy stud-
.itta_wouldbe. most- useful. ThebulIC:of-the
items would be in'theareas of reading, writing
and mathematics, but many would also be drawn
froW---otherassessment -areas-. Such an index
conld.-constitute-a-shopping list with which--one
:could -construct-..and--explore"a' definition of
literady. Perhaps this is simply an expression
of sn overall -need for a NAEP-exercise.classi-
ficetion-system thatcuts across-zubjectlareas-
to-categorize exercises along many different
dimensions.

Post.- -hoc.- definitions of-literacypresent probl-
ems that .do, motexist if literacy,(or--lit-
orioles) are defined prior to assessment.
Given sufficient resources, the Assessment
could-- dOndlict. a -Periodic literacy...assessment
consisting' -of- reading; writing, computing _and
other-exercises, all of which would be.taken by
the-same-student or' adult.- 'The:preseilt:itrud.
ture-ofthe. Assessment provides reading;:writ-
ing and mathematics data for different years.
They are not- assessed together and no single
student performs tasks in all three areas. A
continuing assessment along the lines of the
Adult Level Performance Project (1975), but
avoiding some of its pitfalls (Fisher, 1978),
could prove useful.

3. Consultants involved in the creation of objec-
tives-could-be asked to designate certain sub-
objectives .as- relevant ..to_some: notion(s) of
literacy...in their area. Each subject area
could then have a specific literacy component
that could be reported upon separately.

4. As it has with materials from the National Lon-
gitudinal.Study, NAEP can include items, sur-
veys or variables from other studies. This
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5.

would tighten the links between NAEP and other
sources of information, broadening,the context
within, which the data can be interpreted..

As resources permit, NAEP can experiment with
alternative measures of literacy and help deg.
termine to what degree particular approaches
are assessing literacy, thinkinguworld knowl-
edge, intelligence, reading or all of these.
NAEP can contribute to studies of the validity,
appropriatenest, utility and reliability of a
number of instruments, scoring guides and pro-
cedures, along lines suggested in the next sec-
tion.

NAEP as a Proving Ground
for Literacy Measures

A common complaint against literacy measures is
that few of them .were designed to assess literacy *0 as
and many_ Of . them are.flawed (Weiser, 1976; s er,
/978). If there is to be sustained research ,into
acy and continUing-MeesUrement of -_progriss, policy
makers need-more-sophisticated interlocking measures.
The National Assessment is a natural proving ground for
some of this new technology. ,Obviously.it is_nOt.pres-
ent1I-4411 suited for instruments that require experi-
mental control, eXtinsive one-to-one interviewing, in.
tact classrooms naturalistic- .nonschool-settings_ or_
lengthy-tasks-- Nor-irit-a-suitabre 'vehicle e-fOr 'lobo-
rate investigation of individuals or inquiries better
conducted as small group studies: Yt is, however,. a
developer of large exercise-pools used by'e great many
people. It has pioneered measurement approaches either
too risky or expensive for commercial testers or"-fie
searchers. When integrated into the larger network of
literacy-research; data gathering and testing, it can
try out new technology while increasing its own accuracy
and utility.

Table 1 .lists 10 foci for measurement concerns in
literacy. and .sketohes NAEP's past and potential contri-
butions. Although the ideas in the table cannot be dis-
cussed in detail here, several deserve brief comment.
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Neasurement Focus

I. General Comprehension pro-
cesses, linguistic abilities
and writing skills of the
fluent reader

I. Purposeful use of text in
realistic situations

Differential performance
on reading subskills

. Affective components of
literacy

TABLE 1. NAEP Contributions to Literacy Measurement

NAEP Experience

Very little

Some. Skim/scan
study, functional
literacy study.
study skills ques-
tions. Department
of tabor its

Extensive. First
two reading
assessments

Sale. A few ques-
tions about atti-
tudes toward
reading, litera-
ture, writing

Problems

Separation of reading and Writing
assessments
Desearth goal difficult to inte-
grate into broader assessment

Creating realistic situations
Controlling for numerous vari-
ables

Theoretical problems with sab-
skills and their relationships
liatrix saigle hampers analyses
Definition of subskills contro-
versial, so skills defined for
one assessment are reJected at
next mailman

Self report data
Test situation
Matrix sample and sample depth
limit analysis

4vw
ot

Possible Actions

Assess some reading and writing
'-gether

Analyze literature essay perform-
ance by reading *score" in same
package
Define fluent readers and cross-
tabulate on background factors
Design special package for study of
fluent reader

Impossible to do well within usual
isSesseeet constraints. Requires
tightly controlled experiment or -
observational study

Meaningfulness end implications of
results in doubt. NAEP's Read/tit
Advisory Committee could sponsor
debate, request papers on this sub-
ject

Experiment with varieties of ef-
fective measures (e.g., semantic
differentials, branching sur-
veys. one-on-one interviews)



Measurement Focus

S. Writing skills beyond
those assessable by
multiple-choice tests

6. Influence of motivation
on reading and writing
skills

Literacy in work/life.
settings

NAEP Experience

Extensive

None

TABLE 1 Continued

Problems

Costs, logistics of open-ended
scoring, complex analyses pre-
sently keep NAEP from fully
analyzing its writing data

Survey situation with no opn
portunity for feedback or pro-
longed observation. Must rely
on respondents' assessment of
their motivation
No teacher judgment about pupil
Motivation available

None Test situation rules out obser-
vational data
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Possible Actions

Experimentation with various bolls
tic, rubric, primary-trait measure
and techniques for analyzing co-
herence, syntactic fluency, etc.
More validation of scoring pro-
cedures presently used
NAEP/NIE sponsored symposia on
measurement of writing
Increase budget for writing suf-
ficiently to allow full sample
scoring
Research studies on scoring of
essays over time
Make NAEP's essay bank fully avail
able to secondary researchers

Experimental background questions
aimed at assessing motivation
Interviews using branching ques-
tions (as in Years 01 and 02)

Experiment with background question
Complement regular assessment with
several coordinated case studies
Conduct a special work/literacy
assessment



Measurement Focus

8. Specific effects of read-
ing and writing and
literacy theory upon
assessment instruments

9. New measures of atten-
tion; perception; memory;
content expectations;
awareness of incongruities;
ability to predict, check
and revise text meanings --
that are useful in a sur-
rey context

0. Association of background
characteristics and
achievement in various
Muscles

TABLE 1 -- Continued

NAEPExperfence

Extensive, but
undeveloped

Very little

Extensive work tab-
ulating and cross-
tabulating beck-
greed factors and
achievement. Less
experience per-
forming analytical
studies

Problems

NAEP has developed reading assess-
ments under different theoretical
umbrellas. But did psycholinguistic
theory lead to a different kind of
reading instrument from which dif-
ferent kinds of inferences can be
drawn? If so, in what specific ways?
If pot, why not? What inferences
can properly be drawn about writing
from primary-trait measures? What
eLe primary traits, textually?
Whit are the rules for meriting
primary -trait definitions end dis-
tinguishing "real" ones from
"unreal"?

These factors in reading perform-
ance have received attention in
research but have not been trans-
lated into test or assessment
items. Some of the problems are
obrioes, but most of this are
unknown

Sample depth and design rule out
certain kinds of analysis
Background factors compete with
achievement measures
Logistics/cost
Timeliness
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Possible Actions

Studies of the HAEP exercise
development process and its effect
upon the translation of theory int(
measurement instruments
Secondary research into psychometri
differences between assessment
tools developed from differing as-
sumptions
Symposia on underlying principles
of primary-trait definition, legit'
mdzation and measurement

Closer links between assessment de-
velopers and researchers
Symposia devoted to identifying
these research findings with
greatest promise for assessment
technology
Systematic experimentation with
new measures

Revamped and enlarged sample
Expanded secondary research pro
gram
Education program for users



The most obvious problem Table 1 illustrates is
that many of the questions people have about literacy
are research questions first, measurement questions sec-
ond and appropriate large-scale assessment questions
third. The route from the question "What mental pro-
cesses undergird fluent reading and writing?" to items
designed to answer the question "How many nine-year-old
fluent readers and writers show evidence of using mental
processes A and B?" i3 a complicated route. Small-scale
research must unearth some relatively strong hypotheses.
Someone must design reliable and valid measures relating
directly or in a chain-like way to the hypotheses. And
someone else must find ways to fit questions originating
in experimental research into a descriptive survey with
a very different methodology, no experimental controls
and numerous goals besides research. This is what the
comment "Research goal difficult to integrate into
broader assessment" means in the third column after
focus #1.

In spite of difficulties, however, there is no rea-
son to believe that a number of research questions can-
not be converted to assessment questions or scoring
schema as part of a long-term effort to improve the pre-
cision and accuracy of literacy measures. NAEP's writ-
ing assessment, for example, illustrates a very produc-
tive marriage of research interests and assessment tech-
nology. There is currently considerable theoretical and
research interest in language cohesion and syntactic
fluency. NAEP is drawing heavily upon that activity,
applying to national samples schema developed on very
small samples or never previously applied to any essay
samples at all. Information from the third writing as-
sessment will both clarify changes in writing and clar-
ify the utility of new approaches to the scoring of
open-ended questions.

Some comments about each measurement focus in Table
1 and the problems it raises:

FOCUS 1. NAEP's separation of reading and writing
poses difficulties for finding out more
about the characteristics of people flu-
ent (or not) in both areas.

Focus 2. Certain literacy observations should be
made in a realistic context rather than a
test-like atmosphere. NAEP has assessed
skimming and scanning skills and has
asked students to imagine specific writ-
ing situations, but there are obvious
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limits to the kinds of measures it can
employ in this area as it is presently
designed.

Foous 3. Professional disagreement about literacy
sub/skills or oomponents affects research
and assessment both. To a limited de-
gree, NAEP should experiment with some
subskill measures in *soh assessment and
enoourage methodological and theoretical
researoh using NAEP data tapes. Of some
interest here is the fact that although
there is debate about phonics in the
reading profession and debate about gram-
mar in the writing field, NAEP assesses
neither phonics nor knowledge of grammar.
Instead, NAEP assessments aim to measure
the overall skills (comprehension and
writing) of which these are oomponents.

Foous 4. Studies of literaoy that probe for moti-
vational faotors are somewhat possible
within a large-scale assessment frame-
work, but they are less than ideal. Stu-
dents can be asked direot questions about
how motivated they are to do oertain
things. The information oould not be ver-
ified by observation or by teacher re-
ports since NAEP does not assess intact
olassrooms. In the early years, NAEP
used a one-on-one interview to gather
supportive data. However, the technique
was abandoned as too costly before it was
perfeoted.

Foous 5. Within its present constraints NAEP could
ask students to detail their literaoy
needs in and out of school, but this ap-
proach has obvious drawbaoks. Case stud-
ies, integrated into a full assessment,
have been suggested as a possible means
of enriching NAEP data.

Foous 6. NAEP routinely asks questions about atti-
tudes. This is an area where considera-
ble experimentation and improvement
should be possible.

Focus 7. NAEP has experimented extensively with
ways to milk data out of essays. The
primary constraint in this area has been
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Insufficient money to analyze full sam-
ples. Consequently, NAEP has less data
about the writing of blacks, Hispanos and
other groups than it should have.

FOCUS 8. Theoretical problems in the measurement
of literacy are as important es the prac-
tics/ problems. NAEP needs theoretical
studies of such critical issues as the
construct validity of assessments devel-
oped under psycholinguistio theory or the
underlying nature and independence of
primary traits. NAEP's ideas need more
exposure and scholarly debate.

Focus 9. Symposia designed to tighten the linkage
between researchers in literacy fields
and assessment developers would benefit
both groups.

Focus 10. NAEP has extensive experience cross-
tabulating background characteristics and
achievement in various literacies. The
analytic possibilities (as opposed to
cross-tabulation) of NAEP data will be
explored by staff and secondary re-
searchers through the new HIE secondary
research program. Although there are
analytic opportuni.-Aft° yet to be taken
advantage of, there - * also limitations
to what oan be done with the current NAEP
sample and the current approach to pack-
aging and administering items.

Table 1 raises only a few of the considerations
involved in using NAEP as a proving ground for measure-
ment advances. The reader is invited to ponder and ex-
pand upon it. Table 2 displays some of the approaches
to literacy measurement being employed in the current
reading/literature assessment. Note that although there
are multiple - choice questions for each of the areas of
concern, there are also open-ended, short-answer and
essay questions, as well as survey questions aimed at
gathering data about suoh things as reader self-concept
and attitudes.
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%ssessment Area

TABLE 2. Year 11 Reading /Literature Assessment Literacy Measures

Exercise Format Measurement
M, a HC* Using OE,* Short-

Accompanying Answer or
Handouts or "Fi11-1n"

Visuals

'unctional tasks/skills (e.g., schedules, maps, X X X
phonebook, want ads, recipes, bank check
application forms)

study skills (e.g., skim/scan, maps, charts, X X X
graphs, indexes, tables of content, dic-
tionary pages, card catalogs, encyclopedias)

:ceding comprehension (using lexical/proposi- X X X
tional/textual approach, literal/inferential
approach, and explicit/implicit continuum
approach)

Higher-level" cognitive/affective responses to X X
written works (evaluate, analyze, generalize,
draw inferences, emotional responses)

eading comprehension by genre/passage type (e.g., X X X
poetry, science, social science)

eading comprehension as related to student X X X
background information such as experiential,
attitudinal, reader self-concept, achieverhent
level and other demographic variables
Ludy skills performance as related to study skills X X
background information

le means mui tipls-ohoias. OS means open-endsd.

Technique
OE* Self-

Essay Repor
(Force,

Choice,

X

X

X



Literaoy Issues NAEP Could Address
Only With Major Design Changes

Table 1 brings to light a number of research ques-
tions about literacy that oannot be answered well or
effioiently within the current NAEP framework. This
raises the question of whether the Assessment should be
reshaped to be a better researoh tool or whether re-
searohers should lower their expectations about what can
be done within a given assessment design. In a 1970
discussion of the disappointing results of large-scale
program evaluations, David Cohen clearly recognizes the
oonflict between a census-like approach to evaluation
and a research approach:

By definition a oensus measures stasis, it
quantifies how things stand. It done well, it
can reveal a good deal about the inter.
oonneotion of social structure; if it reours,
it can throw much light on how things change.
But no oensus can reveal much about change
other than its patterns -- probing its onuses
and dynamics requires rather a different re-
searoh orientation. And no census can produce
qualitative data, especially on suoh compli-
oated organizations as schools . Using a
oensus as the central evaluation device for
large-scale multipurpose programs assumes that
systematio experimentation is very nearly im-
possible within the large operating programs
and oan beat be carried on by clearly distin-
guishing oensus from experimental functions.
It would be foolish to ignore experimentation
rw It should be inoreaeed -- but it would be
illusory to try to carry it out within pro-
grams that have other purposes (Cohen, 1970,
p. 120).

The same distinction is made by Mosteller and
Moynihan (1972), Dyer (1972) and others: informational
needs requiring different approaches cannot be met
equally well within a-single program. The policy ques-
tion this fact raises is sketched in the Introduction
but bears repeating here: Should the Assessment -- de-
signed pimarily to provide long-term, census-like data
about deep structure trends -- be redesigned to permit
more analytical studies, experimental research and tar-
getted program evaluation? What' are the trade offs in-
volved?
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There are certainly many questions about literacy
that NAEP does not currently address. For instance,
researchers have very little data about the precise
level of literacy that is truly required for personal,
civic and economic ',survivals in this culture (Stioht,
1971; Hunter and Harmon, 1979). We are no longer even
certain about the truism that literacy is related to
thinking ability -- Scribner and Cole (1978) have cast
doubt upon several versions of that belief. Indeed, the
precise functions of literacy skills in different kinds
and levels of sooiety are poorly understood. At the
moment, anthropological, ethnographic studies appear to
hold moat promise for clarifying these and similar mat-
ters. A census-like survey like NASA could systemati-
cally gather attitudinal or descriptive data bearing on
these issues by asking people how much reading and writ-
ing they do, how important these skills are, and so on;
conceivably, the Assessment could even cross-validate
ethnographic case studies by looking for similar pat-
terns of literacy achievement in similar demographic
units and populations. But these efforts would be sup-
portive only and would not be compatible with the level
of detail characteristic of ethnographic research.

The current Assessment is in an equally weak posi-
tion to deal directly with fundamental questions about
how literacy is acquired or how it should be taught.
Research into the acquisition of reading and writing
skills has served to generate as many questions as an-
swers. Models of the reeding and writing processes be-
come increasingly elaborate and complex with each study
of the psychological, cognitive, linguistic, semantic or
social aspects of literacy activities. Clearly, the
family, the society and the schools play important roles
in the acquisition of literacy skills. But exactly what
those roles are and how they interact for different in-
dividuals or groups we do not yet know. Research in
such diverse areas as child development, cognitive psy-
chology, egopsyohology, rhetorical analysis, linguis-
tics, semiotics and the sociology of education is moat
likely (if it can be brought together coherently) to
clarify our understanding here. The National Assessment
as presently conceived would play, at best, minor, indi-
rect roles. For instance, it might spot areas or groups
that display rapid changes in literacy skills. Follow-
up studies of such situations could conceivably unearth
important variables or contexts that elude detection by
other means.
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But clear information about how literacy is ac-
quired or best taught does not come from cross-tabulated
data. It comes from careful experimentation with pains-
takingly chosen and characterized samples of people in
settings permitting the introduction of specific varia-
bles, control groups, follow-up studies, and so forth.
This would require a very different NAEP.
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PART 2

EQUITY

Introduction

History, a rich tradition of political philosophy
and casual observation converge powerfully to suggest
that arbitrary social inequities* arise as people create
political and economic systems with which to balance
diverse needs for power, status, food, happiness and the
like; and that societies tend to perpetuate these une-
qual relationships by creating them anew from one gener-
ation to the next. *Central to the process of perpetuat-
ing or modifying social inequities i$ a society's educa-
tional system. Thus, it is no surprise that battles
over inequities in America are often fought on educa-
tional turf. But it should also be no surprise that
such battles have seldom ended with unambiguous victo-
ries or defeats. Charged both with educating and sort-
ing children, the American educational system contra-
dicts itself, constantly betrays one or another of its
constituents; and can move only haltingly toward goals
society endorses one year and retreats from the next.

'It is useful to distinguish the word inequality --
which suggests unequalness -- from inequity -- which
suggests unfairness. The argument that all men are
philosophically equal is often misunderstood to imply
that all men should be physically, morally or intellec-
tually identical; social programs attempting to insure
that people will be treated equally are then seen as
attempts to insure tigtPUT)le will be made equal with
respect to all human attributes.

The word inequity removes that confusion by focusing
upon a relation between individuals and a system of jus-
tioe. To say that inequities exist is to say that cer-
tain groups or individuals are not receiving equal
treatment under laws intended to apply equally to all
citizens. The existence of inequalities is not neces-
sarily a bad situation; the existence of inequities,
however, almost always implies a miscarriage of justice.
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Equity studies in American education should rest on
a realistic model of this complicated system. Such a
model must account for a multitude of deolared and un-
dealared progressive and regressive pressures that de-
fine education's purposes unevenly at different times.
It must account for education's role in socializing,
sorting and stratifying young people; inculcating atti
tudes compatible with a competitive eoonomio system and
a history of some inequities; training them in very
basic skills; implementing social "reforms" that other
institutions do not wish to support; and -4. most impor-
tantly - educating children in ways that enhance their
self-esteem, strengthen their abilities to think
clearly, critically and creatively, and encourage them
to transcend in their own ways any foroes that might
disocurage their growth or unfairly limit their freedom.
Within that last function, a realistic model must also
account for the uniqueness of individual learning and
teaching styles, the diversity of environments and op-
portunities for learning and teaching, the richness of
olassroom interactions and the difficulties of evaluat-
ing all this with instruments that are both reductive
and vulnerable to the same blindnesses that permeate the
system being studied.

Research based upon an inadequate theoretical model
is likely to discover inequities that are trivial or
overlook some that are critical; it is also likely to
lead to simplistic conclusions about the effectiveness
or ineffeotiveriess of schools in general, especially if
its methods are too reductive or simplistic. Thus, it
is inoumbent upon policy makers in education that they
have a synoptic view within which the place of each re
searoh study or evaluation. is as clearly fixed as possi.
ble in relation to every other one. This is a tall or.
der.

That no such view currently exists is Obvious to
anyone who ventures into the literature on equity. As
with literacy, there are conflicting oonoepts involved,
conflicting data bases and conflicting findings. It
might be useful to review an 'assortment of equity
tables, graphs and statements in order to understand
concretely the milieu in which NAEP data exist and the
problems NAEP faces in defining its most useful role in
that milieu. Appendix B both establishes that milieu
and documents the pervasiveness of some inequities in
American society.
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Trends in Equity and Equity Studies

The figures in Appendix B reveal much about both
equity and equity studies. About equity, one learns,
among other things, that:

Considerable inequities in eduoational achieve-
ment, eduoational attainment, occupational at-
tainment and income exist across Amerioan sooi-
ety, and important groups such as women, blaoks,
Hispanos, Amerioan Indians and the poor reoeive
disproportionately low shares of educational and
material wealth.

Blacks and whites have different perceptions of
educational opportunity, as do Northern and
Southern blaoka.

Whites' attitudes toward blaoka have improved in
the last 20 years (NAEP citizenship data tend to
support this).

Lower peroentages of blaoka and Hispanos than
whites finish high school and college, but the
differences among the raoea in eduoational at-
tainment are shrinking.

Increased equalization of educational attainment
does not appear to have led to increased equali-
zation in occupational status or inoome. Al-
though subgroups of women and minorities have
made gains in professional fields and inoome,
the overall positions of women and minorities
relative to men and to whites have remained vir-
tually the same.

Educational attainment and inoome for indi-
viduals seem to relate more to social class and
background and unknown faotors than to suoh
things as aoademio aohievement or general intel-
ligence.

Indians', blacks' and Hispanos, achievements are
below whites, aohievement levels, on the aver-
age.

Achievement differences between minorities and
whites are oonsiderably less for certain sub-
groups suoh as those minorities coming from
homes in Which at least one parent graduated
from high school.
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Various of these statements can be combined to make
suggestive speculations. For instance, it appears as if
whites, attitudes toward minorities might continue to
improve over the long run. It appears as if improve-
ments in minorities' educational attainment will eventu-
ally be reflected in improved achievement levels for
their children. It appears as if improved educational
achievement and attainment will not have much direct
effect upon the relative occupational status and incomes
of women and minorities. It appears as if schools, as
they have been supported and run so far, will not do
much to change nonsohool inequities. But the data are
only data, and if conditions change, one's interpreta-
tion of them might change as well.

This sprinkling of examples in Appendix B is also
meant to suggest how diverse are the definitions of eq-
uity, the sources of data used to assess it and the
methods of aggregating, analyzing and interpreting it.
Equity has been defined in terms of 800033 to school
resources, opportunity to take advantage of resources,
achievement in the basics, full educational achievement,
educational attainment, access to the professions and a
more equitable distribution of wealth. Equality of edu.
national opportunity has been thought of as providing
adequate school resources to enable ohildren from dif-
ferent backgrounds to reach the same levels of academic
aohievement; providing individualized instruotion enabl-
ing eaoh child to fulfill his or her potential; removing
racist and sexist attitudes and practices from the
schools; providing compensatory programs for minority
ohildren; and all of the above. Data sources, include
simple attitudinal polls, school surveys, oensus and
labor statistics, standardized tests and personal testi-
mony. Methods of analysis run the gamut from fiotion to
simple descriptive surveys to multivariate path analy-
ses. Each data source has its own measurement limita-
tions and its own anchor in a particular sample and
point in history. Each analytical approach has its own
characteristic blind.spots. What we understand about
equity we understand by somehow connecting these dispa-
rate Inquiries to arrive at a general impression.

The entire matter is further complioated by the
fact that equality of educational opportunity is both an
educational and a scoial goal. That is equal educa-
tional programs aim not only at changing education but
at changing society throw h oduoation. Two consequences
flow from this fact. e first is that equity studies
are as political as they are as:dentine. Educational
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:information presented within .s. political context that
,threatens.exAsting power and status relationthiPs will
be perceived,and resP6.00eCto not rational-

-The- second consequence is that eduoatioparinforMa..
tiOvalobe-itill never be Sufficient .t.tijudge the' success
ot. a SoCial?:goal... ItlAt.qUite'pCsaibleIor inequities
to.'diMinish. while measurableedudatiOnal outcomes- for
minorities remain at.a con-stant"level: It.is equally
posiible for important inequities to%persist even, though'
measurable educational outcomes for minorities iMprove.

Unlike.puri research driven by the curiosity of the
resiarcheri.equity researolvhas been driven ,primarily by
institutional policy, needs, and major' social Policy quo's-
tiona.*.,When the courts defined equity in terms of equal
eduCatiorial opportunity, interest' focused ,Upon,finding
those school...teeters most responsible-for differential
academic performenoe so that their. availability could be
equalized. .The question at hand dictated_ the* methodol-
ogy -- various kinds of reciter analysis of school. and
nonschool: inputs* thought to .beir on'performahce.. Sev-
eral -major researohers (Coleman; 1966; Jencks, 1972;
Bowles and Gintis, 1976) found the nonsohool variables
they selected contributed More to the aohievement'meas
ure-they, selected than did the school resources they
selected, spawning- reanalyses of the data, new studies
and a widespread misapprehension that "wheels don't
make a difference."

The trend in recent years has been either to try to
show these researchers "wrong" by discovering signifi-
cant school factors or to further clarify the nonschool,
structural factors that contribute to inequality. In
either case, researchers employ multivariate analyses
liberally in order to create causal models or reveal
unsuspected relationships with potential policy rele-
vance.

At the same time, however, equity studies have
drawn heavily upon . desoriptive data bases such as the
U.S. census and the U.S. Department of Labor statis-
tics. In On Equality of Educational Opportunity:
Hosteller and Moynihan (1972) look to NAEP as a correc-
tive to some of the flaws inherent in the Hone shot"
Coleman study. Not only could NAEP provide the trend
data Coleman sorely needed, but it could be a clean
source of group achievement data and it could offer a
much broader range of measures than the limited stan-
dardized tests Coleman used. Henry Dyer, elsewhere in
the same book, terms NAEP a useful "descriptive" study,
which he distinguishes from analytical and experimental
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studies aimed -at establishing input/output relationships
and evaluating interventions.

Thus, NAEP can contribute to our understanding of
equity problems both as a source of descriptive data and
as an opportunity for certain kinds of analysis.

*AEI's Contributions to Equity Studies
is Source of Descriptive Data

Certain groups may be receiving more hours of in-
struction than-Others, better books, preferential treat-
ment, More encouragement to pursue certain career op-
tionsor to aim for college. Inequities-might show up
in oognitive achievement but not in attitudes, in mathe-
matics but not-in music. in writing mechanics but not in
prose expressiveness. HIspanos in certain communities,
types of schools or socioeconomic situations May be per-
forming certain kinds of tasks better than all Hispanos
or .other groups. We. cannot predict where inequities
might Crop 'up or Which ones-will prove to be of critical
importance to the next generation. It may appear today
that ..iiitquitietin' 'reading-. tomprehensioh.:achieVerient-
levala arevf_greatestimportance.vbut Wyears from now.
the ;:pUblic, may: .be.-more.. concerned. about -inequities, in
positive.soqiil attitudes. As long a3'-the schools per-
form many :different functions and teach a variety of
subjects crucial both to later life emOloyment and later
life enjoyment, an ideal assessment' should remain' broad.
Will.the elimination of significant group differences in
low-levelreading skills be'a worthwhile accomplishment
if the price is greater group differences in understand-
ing history, the arts or civic duty? A broad descrip-
tiv4 base offers the best hope of collecting- --the data
needed in the future in order to address.sUch Assues.

The ourrentAssessment describes the performance of
important groups such as blacks,' Hispanos and women.
However, the sample. is not large enough to include Ori-
entalt,'"boat people" or any number of group that cur.
rently meet%with unequal treatment in the ect,.ols or may
one day be policy: relevant. Nor is-NAEP's large
enough to permit more precise oharacteriza-C:ns of the
groups it.now report's on. When. interest 3.:Ifts from
"blacks" to,"blacks:in theSoutheast," NAEP can be help-

: ful:: But a further shift. to "blacks in the Southeast
whose parents attended college,".or "suburban blacks-in
ta West'," Strains NAEP's present capabilities. Equity
studies are moving increasingly in this direction as the
economic and human importance of making such distinc-
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tionS beoOmes more, apparent.

In addition to broad coverage of subjects and
groups, the.Assessment. must also aim for coverage,of
descriptive e-variables that both :order the data in sig:-
nifioant ways. and-lecilitate enalytical studies. Table
3 lists the background,veriebles_.00lleoted in the.Year
11 reading/literature assessment:- Most of the:variables
break. into leer 'categories. For instance, there ere
nine oensua. regions, :eight'oategories.of:television:ex-
posure and ..seven'methods of identifying . for
remedial reading--prOgrams.. When all- :these. discrete'
categories are .added -together,. there are more. than 100
school -level and . more than 50' student level- variables
for17-year-olds. Thu*, the results of any given readr
ing exercise could conceivably be reported in -terms of
more than 150 groups of schools or people. In-addition,
any given exercise, 'exercise part,or.cluster .of.-exer-
oisea could serve as a variable by'whioh.tO examine:re-
sults of 'any other exercise, exercise part or-cluster.
Since there are more than 450 items in the 17year-old
reading/literature assessment, there is a crinceivable
600 x 600 variable:matrix before one even begins:to'cre-
ate variables byclustering. If NAEP-did nothing more.
than tabulate these result's over time it would still be
performing a Unique and-invaluable descriptive Service.

National Assessment's value as a rich descriptive
data base is determined by the inclusiveness of its as-
sessments and variables, the descriptiveness of its var-
iables, the amount of access people, have to the'informa-
tion and the amount of cross-tabulation its sample per-
mits. Each factor deserves brief comment.

Inclusiveness. The more equity relevant groups and
variables included in the Assessment battery, the more
relevant NAEP will be to equity studies. However, some
important trade offs must be kept in mind. An overly
elaborate principal's questionnaire could affeot either
school participation or the accuracy of the data. A
lengthened student background questionnaire cuts into
assessment time because every minute spent answering
background questions is a minute not spent answering
assessment questions. Oversampling minority groups for
increased precision. can lead to declines in the preci-
sion of national estimates. And,of course, inclusive-
ness is not a virtue in itself; the trick is to include
the right variables. Presumably, smaller-scale studies
would be the source of new, potentially fruitful varia-
bles and principles of organization or tabulation.
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TABLE 3., Background Variables Collected in the
Year 11 Reading/Literature Assessment

Data Source
School tThrTdeiit ECS

Official Staff

All ages

Region (4) X

Census region (9) X

Public/private control of school X

Enrollment and average daily
attendance X

Community size X X

Community type X X

School occupational profile X

School racial/ethnic mix. X

Title I eligibility; number.of
students served X

Library size, accessibility X

Sources of reading material X

Instructional methods and materials X

Availability of in-service train-
ing X

Remedial reading program X
- Percent of students served
- Type of personnel
- Methods of student identification

Reading enrichment classes X

Educational materials at home X

Parents' education level X

Teleyision exposure X

Bilingual home X
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TABLE 3 -- Continued

Data Source
School Student ECS

Official Staff

Race

Sex X

Grade in school X

Birthdate (month4ear) X

Kind of reader X

Easy/hard reading tasks X

Kindergarten attendance X

Ages 13 and 17

Time spent on homework X

State of residence at age 9 X

Age 17 only

Required English instruction X

Curriculum offerings (language arts) X

Advanced placement, honors programs X

SES index (things in the home) X

Mobility index X

Family size, birth order X

Race X

Instructional methods and materials X

State of residence at age 13 X
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Descriptiveness. To the extent that any background
.questions are ambiguous, out of date, too abstract or in
any other way remote from reality, the data they gener
ate will be that much less useful. In addition, survey
questions have,well-known limitations that affect the
range'of inferences that can safely be drawn- from them.

Descriptions of the world are judged according to
their completeness and their sensitivity to important
distinctions. There are many different kinds of blacks,
Hispanos and Indians in many different socioeducational
settings. The More distinctions NAEP can make about
such groups, the more useful it will be. In the past,
NAEP has cross-tabulated race by region, race by Title I
eligibility of- school, race by grade in school, race by
percentage of white students in school, race by sex,
race by parental .education and a number of other varia-
bles. Currently, NAEP is exploring cross-tabulation by
high- and low-performance groups. The more cross clas-
sification done, the more descriptive the data. The
limit to cross classification is, of course, sample size
and stratification.

Access to .the..Data. It is one thing. to have mil-
lions ordata:polnta to organize and cross-tabulate, but
it is another thing to-absorb or work with them. Here.a
HARP:strength a wealth of descriptive data 4.- 18.1400.
a weakness. There is .too, much to deal with, even after
categories are collapsed and data are reduced to manage
able,* reportable proportions. Current efforts both to
make raw data more accessible and to train.others how to
use it will help, but.as it ages, NAEP will always need
new'technologies and programs for making the data maxi
mally available in many forms.

Interpretation of Descriptive Data: All,the NAEP
data gathered so rar could` conceivably be tabulated and
cross-tabulated according to all imaginable useful clas-
sifications and made available to every interested per
son in-America. But the ,question of'what such descrip
tive data mean can only be answered conditionally. NAEP

-data-dem1W percentages of--people who can do certain
things under certain circumstances, and changes in those
percentages.- They answer, a limited 'number of simple
questions well, e.g.; "Is reading achievement declining
or improving?" But the data need to be placed in other
contexts,, linked to other kinds of data and interpreted
in 'terms of other frames of reference to play their
strongest role in shedding light on American education
and culture. Interpreters of NAEP data must constantly
be made aware of the difference between cross-tabulated
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and experimental data. It is one thing to note that a
school with program A produced higher performance than a
school with program 8; it is another thing to experimen-
tally introduce program A into equivalent schools, con-
trol all relevant faotors and oonclude that the program
is responsible for higher performance.

This intransitivity of NAEP descriptive data re-
quires particular attitudes and approaches to data that
are closer to those of the historian than the experimen-.
tal' scientist. The 'responsibility for clarification
falls as heavily on the inquirer as it does on the data
source. Rumination, disoiplined observation and explor-
atory analysis oan pay dividends with descriptive data,
though' they may seem "unscientific" to researchers who
are accustomed to experimental studies, hypothesis test-
ing and confirmatory analyses (see Cronbach, 1973;
Hosteller and Tukey, 1977; Tukey, 1960, 1977; Burton,
1978).

NAEP's Contributions to Equity Studies
as a Source of Analytical Data

Analytical studies involve-searching for relation-
ships between aspects of the educational system. and its
products. They are more decision-oriented (Cronbach,
1973; Dyer, 1972), more often tied to specific policy
questions and more often dependent upon multivarite
analyses than descriptive studies. NAEP's cross-
tabulations have an analytical. quality, but it is best
to reserve the term for studies that aim primarily to
establish degrees of relationship between components, or
prooedures (like balancing), designed to correct for
disproportionalities of group characteristics among the
groups NAEP samples.

Because fulfilling NAEP's descriptive mission eco-
nomically calls for a stratified multistage cluster sam-
ple with unequal probabilities of selection, its complex
(clustered, weighted) data base does not meet the random
sampling assumptions underlying many statistical analy-
ses. As a consequence, traditional analytical approach-
es to NAEP data are neither straightforward nor inexpen-
sive. The speoifio problems this situation poses for
certain analytical approaches are described in detail in
Issue Paper 07. Here our attempt is only briefly to
describe analytical studies that could enhance under-
standing of equity issues. They are of two types: cor-
relational analyses and general linear model analyses.



Correlational analyses. Although NAEP's data set has
a complicated, incomplete covariance structure, it is
nonetheless possible to examine relationships of re-
-tpOnees.to varioUt,sets of exercises among and between
various groups Of people (e.g., women, blacks, any group
sufficiently sampled)-. NAEP staff have conducted some
limited- principal Component analyses and canonical cor-
relative analysesle:g. Knight and Johnson, 1978), but
not'. With.regard to any equity issues. Most recently,
'Jane Armstrong conducted a correlational study of an
important equity issue (Armstrong, 1980). Using NAEP
data' in part, Armstrong analyzed the influence upon
women'.s .mathematics participation and performance of
numerous factors such as'sex-role stereotyping, career
plans,- attitudes toward mathematics, parental influence
and "socioeconomic -status. However, Armstrong's study
was a apecial effort employing a special` sample, admin-
istration and questionnaire. It was not based upon NAEP
data previously collected in the usual way.

General linear model analyses.. Assessment results
estimate relative levels of achievement for subpopula-
tions.,Such'aiblacks,.on-people:living.in:the :Southeast.
Interpretations of thete group percentagesi.howev_eri,can.
be' misleading-in several ways. -.The-label "Southeast"
should' not be taken to'meah that-performance. is'-solely
the result of,the fact that respondents live in the
Southeast. A large 'fraction of 'respondents in the
Southeast happen to live in rural areas, Consequently,
size-andtype-of-community effectS may 'appear to be re-
gional effects. Similarly,-persons whose parents went
beyond. high school are more numerous in affluent commu-
nities- than in the country as a whole, And 'persons whose
parents had no high school are more numerous in rural
communities.' In this case, parental-education effects
may be masquerading as size.and-type-of-comMunity ef-
fects.

Confusion about .group effects arises when the mix-
ture of. characteristics is unbalanced. from one group to
another. NAEP's weighted probability sample automati-
cally preserves this imbalance in its percentage esti-
mates. is a linear model technique that
simultaneously adjusts a set of subgroup proportions to
the national average (Tukey,. 1970; Larson at al, 1973;
Larsovand Searle, 1974) . When results for blacks are
balanced' to account for the fact that disproportionate
numbers'of them reside in the Southeast, live in inner-
city environments and'are in less than modal grades, the
black .deficit is usually cut in half. That is, if
blacks' unbalanced difference from the national level of
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performance is 16 points, the balanced percentage is
:usually. .around 8 points. This is just another way of
saying that roughly half the blacks' difference can -,be
accounted for by the rather'gross measUresof such fact--
tom included in the-aisessmint as residence, living
patterns and home environment.

The National Assessment should report more balanced.
results than it now: does, but two -considerations should
be kept in mind. First, balanced- results are hard to
interpret. NAEP 'does not,clail that-such-variables as
"low metro" are very precise, but when it ."subtracts"
low ietro.from blacks' performance it gives.the:appear-
anise that it has acCounted for.all. of.the detrimental
affects of living in an Impoverishedurban environment.
When several of these factora are accounted for and
bleak/whites, differences 'remain, -what inferencescan be
drawn? That the - residual difference is school caused?
That it represents differing attitudes- toward tests?
Balancing clarifies some.. aspects of the equity problem
but it raises new questions at the same time.

The second consideration is that while balancing
dramatizes the complex interactions that influence dif-
ferential academic performance, it does not reflect, re-
ality. Balancing asks what if blacks appear in' NAEP's
variable categories in lEIRrsame proportion' that.i na-
tional population does? But blacks do not appear in
these proportions. Nor is it necessarily true or even
desirable that they mpst do so.

Balancing is one example of a multiple regression
analysis technique applicable to the NAEP data base.
There are others. Mullis (1979) adopted Coleman's
(1975) regression'and path analysis procedures to citi-
zenship, social studies and mathematics data collected
in 1975-76 to estimate relative school effects for 17-
year.olds. Noe (1978) employed a similar approach to__
study the relationship between certain attitudes toward
soienoe and performance on certain science assessment
items. No equity-related studies of a similar kind have
yet been undertaken, but there is no reason why they
cannot be, whenever sample size permits. Representation
of equity groups in the NAEP data remains one of the
most critical faotors that limit analytical work of this
kind.
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PART 3

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR NAEP:
THE TRADE OFFS

The following table (Table 4) lists suggestions for
changes in NAEP to improve its oontributions to our un-
derstanding of the problems of literaoy and equity.
Most of the suggestions have been disoussed in the pre-
ceding pages; others are mentioned to stimulate further
thought. The table should be seen more as an illustra.
tion of the kinds of thinking that have to be done tkr&
as a definitive statement about probable oonsequenoes of
changes in the Assessment.
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.;;:Closer linkage to
ethnographic studies. of literacy

w .
7-Analysis of causes

..of illiteracy and
improvements in
literacy

Program evaluation

Changes in' Nodal
9r Addition. --.Cost

Merobicgsuidvaria.
Mils :4- .low, cost

'Add
cost
Add Case studies. ebser-
vitin - high cost

No Nan Our more like ex-
perimental,atudY
Itemw-cdstAlf &scrip-.
-tin elision abandeeed)

. Collect school:. class- ..

rook and

pot'collettable with .

current cnetraints -

seediewast

Crudely Whirler. exact pre-*
grawintbrestien
medin cost, .

Change sampling prose-
durelor 'schools and
students within
schools -- high cost

. Trade Offs

ileakgreeed :Variables 'cat conraleatin
dOwn4eercise-time .- . *-. Turn around time

.. 8. Interiiims. int :doWn4Jier- . *- Integration of very differ-
cus'--!ime;i4ncrease.scor7,- .- **ant -blade of inforsetion:4',:!
log costs. scoring .-.: ... ..'COneePtual incongruity bA.7,1,i

teeenAlAEP and ethnography4
chine- character mf:NAiPi could lead to less coherent,
cbuldinflUente;:terticipe- -. NAR.;:.:...,:.:_. -
tiee::rate-.:leano:).etC. - -,.

:',54. - - -

Observational tSeinlies

Railial4biMge'1if.fuestfen ....Mini0440, new orienta-
would radically alter audi- 'tion,_newpolitics . .

. once lateral and User- :NassInetechnical pronlewn-;,,prapably'vinlates-legisla- %Wince problems.
the intent - Probably cannot be done

much influencei
comes from outside the

HASP -becomes morkeentro-
nersial,ane..subject;to
rmsure-grour taptici
Loss'..95,-,AOSAAMOVterm
rAlAvanc.e.' .1 lace:. Pro9raPs.
change' and: nee. sample . coul d
be less useful for long
tern
CoUld..impect.Pertitipationrate .adiersely,'

Without extra. funding.
cuts into assessment time
and resources
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Many' of the some problemS.L.
Title I-evaluations faced.4..i
Predate, validity of.dati:
relevance Of results to any'

particular school could h0;;tk
questionable



'Create literacy
assessment

Possible Within
Present Nadel?

Yes

Survey adult literacy Yes

Will 4 Contimod

Changes in Nodal
or Additions Cost

Use existing reading.
meth literature;
writing, consumer
skills, cit/soc exer-
cises low cost
Expand assessment
time so that one stu-
dent could take all
exercises -. low cost
Add adult assessment --
medium cost
Create new area with
Its own objectives;

items, etc. -- low
cost if it replaces
current area, h: :h
cost if it is a i-
tIonal

$500.000 for limited
assessment

lurvey.littracy among Marginally Larger sempla or over.
4Werican Indians and sampling of groups --
:other groups mediae-high cost
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Trade Offs

Lose those items for other
assessments or change re-
lease policy
Lose advantages of matrix
sample

Probably lose some other
subject(s) music
and art
Expanding these could
create school participa-
tion problems

Without extra funding it
would drain resources free
other age levels

With limited resources.
trade offs include lowering
weber of packages losing
national precision
Main trede off of larger
sample is money
Need new background Irani-

. soles more relevant to
Indian education

V7

Problems

About the same problems en
countered in creating sny,
area

None that have net been
dealt with In the past

None that have not bean-
dealt with in the pasty



eleited Change

Xerifiei cross-
,indeed
taterofl your
.wn"Altarent.
;:studies -

zperiment with new
':...literecy measures

Aroaden NAEP coverage Yes
. .

-.`

TABLE 4 -- Continued

Possible Within Changes in Model
Present Model? or Additim Cost

Yes

See pp. 22.24

Wz:-: expand cross class. Yes
kiificetion,.cross-

SabOlation of NAEP
'I.Veriables and results

In order.to report
..."Mora:fully.on equality
''Of ediCational out-

Ai',.:7....amesand changes

.-i;-!.'ibr policy-relevant

F:!::,groupo

(.1nvestigate equality Somewhat
4.4.of'sccest to school
-resources,' equality
of' opportunity to

advantage of

See p. 20 -- cost
low

Add subject areas to re-
flect divarlfty of
school offerings
medium to high cost
Perform ellaaVeMenti for
other groups at their .

expense

Some flee programming --
low cost'

Requires much more thor-
ough description of school
resources, definition of

access qualitative infor-
motion in 'addition to
quantitative high cost

Trade Offs

New programedng
Potential abuse (e.g.,
creation of competency
tests from Items not
created for competency
testing)

Problems,

Defining claseificatie
Attempts to do. this
past have encountered
thorny conceptual and
logistical.problems
scribing exercises and
making them readily avail;
able .

,:$A

Breadth could be purchased Money
at some expenses to depth
treader audience, expanded
relevance

Lengthens analysis and re-
porting time
Competes for mainline and
research tine

Would compromise amount of
time dedicated to pother-
ing performance data

unless new resources added
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None that have not been'0
dealt with in the past.

Many of the problems 040
arose in Title I and Pollee
Through Studies -- e.ge,i44
tiple interpretation of ç.

cots, multiple definitions
of resources, the pelitiC0
of a decentralized educa.,
tional system



N'nested thane

TABLE 4 -- Conti;ued

Possible Within Changes iii Model
Press t Model? or Addit Cpst

. Investigate effects No Requires experimental
of compensatory ed- approach. different sam-
ucation programs pie. Could be done as

4 a special probe at ad-
, ditional cost, but best

done as smell-scale
study. NAEP could add
background variables
relating to compensa-
tory education

:13. Investigite changes No Requires identification
in racist, sexist of racist, sexist bar-
barriers to equal riers detectable with
opportunity and of- quantitative measures
facts upon achieve- or special observe-
ment tient? probe

...

I4. Describe changes in Yes No change -- little
achievement in terms cost
of high-, medium-
and low-achievement

.

groups to see if
they are performing
differently
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Trade Offs

Unless organized and
financed separately, would
compromise descriptive
data gathering

Even if done well would be
controversial. possibly
affecting voluntary co-
operation rate and integ-
rity Of the sample

Takes spotlight off minor-
ity groups and turns it
instead upon achievement
groups

p&_14..as

Same as above

Substantial measurement-
and political problems.:.

None



APPENDIX A

TRENDS FOR TWO KINDS OF LITERACY

Following is a discussion of the two literaciea
defined in Part 1.

Literacy A

1. Onoe some problems accessing NAEP information
have been dealt with, group A will find that over 90% of
the nation's 17-year-olds oan perform "funotional" read-
ing tasks (Functional Literacy , 1976). Exercises
assessing "literal* oomprehension skills in the 1970 and
1975 reading assessments indicate that the vast majority
of teenagers oan read at this level and the peroentage
is not declining as some education critios have olaimed
(Reading Change, 1570-75: Summary Volume, 1978). Stu-
dents from rural areas and small towns are improving as
are those in the East South Central region. (Alabama,
Kentuoky, Mississippi and Tennessee). Southeastern stu-
dents in predominantly bleak schools appear to do worse
than those in schools with 20 to 90% white populations.
In all studies, girls perform better than boys; students
from homes in which a parent had poet high school educa-
tion perform better than those from homes in whioh nei-
ther parent attended high sohool; students from high-SES
districts performed better than those from low-SES dis-
tricta; and 17-year-olds in the 10th grade performed
considerably behind (13 points) the age group as a wh-
ole.

2. National Assessment has not tested knowledge of
grammar and grammatioal feats, so group A may be disap-
pointed on that score. It may also find NAEP's prefer-
ence for descriptive, rather than prescriptive, treat-
ment of writing difficult to adjust to. "We're not in-
terested in the charaoteristios of the essays," they are
likely to say, IMFjust want to know how ood they
are." Quality is, in fact, defined for many wFT-t-iiig as-
signments, but the job of aggregating all the per-
centages from task to task is left to the reader, and it
can be bewildering. Only 17% of the teenagers appear
able to write a satisfactory job application, but 54%
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can write a competent essay about a picture. What does
this mean?

NAEP's report, Writing Mechanics (1972), provides
some data about Literacy A. The 17-year-olds made be-
tween two and three punctuation errors per 100 words;
about one sentence fragment, run-on sentence and agree-
ment error per essay; and about two misspellings per 100
words. The error rates were highest, of course, for the
worst writers, inflating these figures. Two-thirds of
the average and good writers had no capitalization er-
rors, three-fourths had no sentence fragments or run-on
sentences and over 90% made no paragraphing errors.
These are not particularly alarming figures. And, al-
though the sample essays included in the report do not
inspire excitement about basic writing ability, neither
do they lend support to the belief that a great many
17- year -olds cannot write a simple sentence. The
telephone-book sized report Selected Essays and Letters
(1972), a collection of almost 10,000 writing samples
from the first assessment, presents writing information
in the most concrete way possible. Since it provides
data about sex, race, community and parental education
for each essay, it permits any number of analyses.
Group A would probably feel that the majority of teen-
agers is doing relatively well with mechanics, but it
would probably be stunned by the problems that appear in
essays judged to be of low quality (the bottom third of
the distribution). Much work to be done here.

Writing Mechanics, 1969-74 (1975) does not directly
address the concerns of group A as much as the earlier
writing mechanics report does. It does, however, com-
pare writing from two different assessments and finds
the more recent writing lower in quality. Surface
structure characteristics of the writing do not appear
to have contributed much to the decline, so it is safe
to say that the relative occurrence of misspellings and
errors of punctuationl'capitalization, word choice and
the like remains about the spine. What the results did
suggest would be of greater interest to group B, for
there are indications that the decline in quality was
due to deep structure problems such as incoherenoe, the
amount of modification taking place and (a problem iden-
tified in the earlier report) understanding of the con..
ventions of written English.

3. Math Fundamentals, a 1975 report on the first
mathematics assessment, establishes that well over 90%
of the 17-year-olds could perform simple addition and
about 85.90% could perform simple subtraction. Between
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BO and 90% could multiply and divide, although the per-
centage usually dropped when decimals were involved.
Simple computation with fractions and integers proved
more difficult, but percentages were in the 70-80%
range, nevertheless. Whenever computation involved
translation (e.g., word problems), the results were
lower for different groups.

The recently reported results from the second math-
ematics assessment do not reveal a marked decline in
these fundamentals., Although there was an overall 5%
decline in skills, most of it was caused by declines in
algebraic and fraction computations, not in simple addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication and division. Liter-
acy A may not be advanoing, but neither is it losing
ground. There are still marked group differences worthy
of attention, however. Although younger blacks seem to
be closing the gap somewhat, the 17 -year olds remain
considerably below the nation.

4. Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives ...
Cognitive Domain (19711) distinguishes several levels of
cognitive ability, ranging from knowledge (the lowest)
to comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and
evaluation (the highest). When science questions were
classified according to the cognitive abilities required
to answer them, the result is the pattern of group dif-
ferences shown in Table A-1.

TABLE A-1. Group Differences From National Level
of Science Performance by Cognitive Level

Knowledge Comprehension Application, Analysis and
Synthesis

Whites + 2.2 + 2.4 + 2.8 + 3.3
Blacks -13.4 -14.4 -17.0 -19.6
Hispanos - 9.5 -10.2 -11.5 -12.3
No high school - 7.4 - 7.3 - 8.7 - 9.4
Post high school + 4.6 + 4.9 + 5.3 + 5.7
Low metro -11.8 -11.3 -13.0 -14.7
High metro + 4.6 + 4.4 4 4.2 + 5.5
Big city - 5.1 . 5.4 - 6.2 - 6.8
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If we presume that Literacy A is defined more in
terms of knowledge and comprehension-level skills (with
some application), then there are considerable differ-
ences at even the most basic level. More worrisome to
those interested in Literacy A, however, is that differ.
ences become greater as one moves from left to right,
i.e., up the skill ladder. It becomes clear that even
Literacy A has some components that are more troublesome
than others. And while watching the gap between the
"haves" and the "have note" widen with the difficulty of
the task, some Literacy A proponents may take a greater
interest in Literacy B, where differences appear to be
moat extreme.

Literacy B

1. The results for higher-level comprehension
skills are lower then they are for lower-level skills.
John Mellon 41975) transformed each NAEP inference item
into a declarative statement the students had to com-
plete by choosing the correct answer. In doing so, he
found that the more words per T-unit (main clause or
sentence) there were in a statement, the lower the per-
centages of success on the inference items. For in-
stance, the average percent correct for statements with
13 words per T-unit was 91.6%; 14.3 words per T-unit,
79.4%; and 17.3 words per T-unit, 56.2%. Thus, infer-
once results are confounded with syntactic complexity,
vocabulary and other aspects of the question asked, and
group B would be well advised to define its literacy
more precisely. Fewer 17-year-olds show skill in com-
prehending reading materials that require a certain
amount of inferencing -- for example, recognizing that
an author is making contradictory claims or inferring
from a television schedule that if one is watching pro-
gram A he cannot be watching program B. Since many
"functional" eading materials -- warranties, guaran-
tees, insurance policies, loan agreements, etc. -- re-
quire complicated inferences

'

these lower percentages
bear directly on the practical effects of illiteracy.

As was the case with Literacy A, advantaged groups
tend to perform better than disadvantaged. But for Lit-
eracy B, the gaps are even wider. The black/whitest
difference for all reading exercises, for instance, is
14 points; for the inference exercises, it is 24 points.
The gaps between the nohigh-aohool and post-high-school
groups and the low-metro and high-metro groups are also
larger.
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Although, as noted earlier, low-level reading
skills do not appear to be deolining, higher-level
skills are. The deoline of 17-year-olds, reading per-
formance between 1970 and 1975 is almost entirely at-
tributable to lower peroentages of suooess on inferen-
tial comprehension items. This is some support for the
contention that the two literaoies are different in
character and probably require different polioies and
strategies.

2. Group B defines writing literaoy in terms of
ability to master basio eyntaotio and rhetorioal oonven-
tions. As a minimum the group would expeot 17-year-olds
to be able to write ooherently in a number of different
situations (e.g., school, work, family) and a number of
different modes (letter to the editor, letter to a
friend, simple book report, interoffice memo, eto.).

The first writing meohanios study (1972) seemed to
show that most papers written by 17-year -olds showed
"mastery of basics." Nevertheless, there was a consider-
able difference between the "middle quality" and the
"high quality" papers, consisting primarily in the bet-
ter writers' apparent ability to choose among a number
of various constructions instead of being limited to few
or no choices.

The second writing assessment suggested that the
factors that contributed most to the lower quality of
17-year-olds' writing were not surfaoe struoture fea-
tures such as spelling, oapitalization, and the like.
Rather, the decline was most probably caused by in-
creases in the number of run-on sentenoes and awkward
constructions, coupled with dfAr'reases in the use of oom-
Plex sentences, modifioatior ,..rid conventions critical to
maintaining coherenoe. The second assessment also
showed considerable variation in the peroentages of stu-
dents able to write for different purposes and audi-
ences. This suggests that 3 good many teenagers proba-
bly do not have flexible writing skills that can be var-
ied as situations diotate.

As in reading, then, Literaoy B in writing is de-
clining. It is important to note that the decline is
entirely accounted for by middle- and low-quality writ-
ers. There appear to be as many exoellent writers as
there used to be. Thus, the declines in Literacy B are
not declines in advanoe or esoterio skills, useful only
to elite writers. They are declines that affeot the
average and poor writers who constitute the vast major-



ity.

3. Recent Congressional testimony has succinctly
summed up the trends in mathematics. Edward Esty:
"One, most children can do simple whole number computa-
tions accurately; two, there are weaknesses in more dif-
ficult computations with fractions, decimals and per-
cents; three, children have more difficulty in applying
computational skills than they do with the skills thems-
elves; and four, there are weaknesses in higher-level
skills" (Subcommittee, 1979). Shirley Hill: "The ines-
capable conclusion to be derived from the results of the
second national assessment of mathematics is that there
is a critical need for attention to higher-order cogni-
tive skills. Reasoning, analyzing, estimating, select-
ing appropriate information and inferring -- these are
basic skills that are essential to the effective appli-
cation of mathematics" (Subcommittee, 1979).

A. The third science assessment indicated that
17-year-olds' level of performance continues to decline.

-However, it is declining fastest in the area of physical
science. The majority of questions asked about physical
science involve application, analysis, synthesis and
evaluation skills. In biology, which showed a slight
slowing of the drop, the majority of questions involve
knowledge and comprehension. Thus, there are grounds
for suspecting that the science results reflect the same
decline in Literacy B skills that the other assessments
show. And, as Table A-1 reveals, group differences are
greatest at these higher levels.
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APPENDIX B

A SAMPLING OF EQUITY
GRAPHS, TABLES AND STATEMENTS
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Jcation, 1979 Edition, p. 219.
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2. White Attitudes toward Blacks

Percentage Agreeing
Statement 1463 1971 1978

Blacks have less ambition than whites 66 32 49
Blacks are more violent than whites NA 36 34

Flacks want to live ash' handout 41 39 36

Blacks"have less native intelligence 39 37 15

Wades breed crime 33 17 19

Blacks tate less for the family than
whim 3 t 16 ii

Blacks are inferior to white people 31 to 13

Source: The National Conference of Christians and Jews, "A Study of
Attitudes toward Racial and Religious Minorities and toward
Women," November 4978, p. 16. Conducted by Louis Harris and As
social's.

From: Dorn, E. Rules and Racial Equality, p. 51.

3. Percentage of Populadom as to 34 Years Old Who
Completed 4 Years of College or Marc, by Race and Sex

Black White
Vear Total Male Female Total Male Female
(960 4-1 4.1 4.0 11.9 13.8 8.5
1966 3.7 5.t 6.: 1,4.6 z 8.y io.4
1970 6.1 5.8 6.4 te.6 ao.g Ili
1474 84 8.8 7.6 :Lc 14.9 17.1

Skeet: CPR, 1,1;, no. $4, table 68.

From: Dorn, E. Rules and Racial Equality, p. 40.
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4. Years of Regular Schooling Completed by Ddrerent Population Groups

Group
Standard Cosine lent

Moen Deviation of variation (Median,

All Individuals
Dorm 1995-1904 190 376 0.42 t 22)

1905-1914 9.94 3.63 0.37 (10.5)
1915-1924 10.36 3.30 0.30 (12.2)
1925-1934 11.47 321 0.28 (12.3)
1935-1939 11.90 2.92 0.25 (128)
1940-1944 1220 280 023 (12.6)

Miles
Bum 1895-1904 1.77 3.89 0.44 ( 8.7)

1940-1944 12.39 3.00 024 (12.6)
Females
Boost 1395-1904 8.96 3.65 0.41 I8.9)

1940-1944 11.99 2.67 0.21 (128)
Whites
illorm 1895-1904 9.18 3.65 0.40 (OA)

1940-1944 12.31 2.77 0.22 (12.6)
Blocks
Berm 1895-1904 5.91 3.76 0.64 111)

1940-1944 11.10 2.77 025 (12.2)

Some: Rows 1-14 were derived by Norma Raines for CEPR from U.S.
Bureau of the Census "Educational Misinmens in 1969." Table 1. In calculating
MOM and standard deviations individuals reponed as !saving 0 to 4 years of
aeboo) were allocated as folb.ws: 23 percent to 0 natl. 23 Percent to 1.3 Yeas.
SO percent to 3.3 years. intliviothals repotting 3 or more Yew, of collets were
allocated as follows; SO percent to 17 years, 21 percent so 18 yam. 23 percent to
19 yests. Preschonling is minded. Beverly Duncan obtained fractionally lower
meant using slightly diffe:ent assumptions (see her 'Trends in the Output sad
Distribution of Schooling").

From: Jencks, C. et al. Ineauality: A Reassessment of the Effects
of Family and Schooling in America, p. 21.

5. Percent of degrees awarded to females, by level of degree: School years
ending 1965, 1970, and 1977

Level of
degree 1965 1970 1977

Percent

Bachelor's 42.4 43.1 40.1

Master's 33.1 39.7 47.1

Doctor's 10.1 13.3 24.3

First-professional 3.1 5.0 18.7

SOURCE: U.S. Daalftrnant of Health. Education, and
Went& National Center for Education Statistics,
PrOiections of Education Stetlencs to 1985-87, 1978,

From: The Condition of Education, 1979 Edition, p. 230.
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6.

Percent of persons 25 years old and over completing at least 4 years of high school, by age
and racial/ethnic group: 1971

Percent by age group

Racial/ethnic
group Total

25
to 29

30
to 34

35
to 44

45
to 54

55
to 64

65
and over

Total 64.9 85.4 81.0 73.6 64.3 56.2 37,5
White 67.0 86.8 82.6 75.8 67.5 59.3 39.7
Black 45.5 74.5 67.2 55.7 35.6 26.1 14.8
Hispanic origin I.. , 39.6 58.1 49,0 41.0 33.0 22.7 16.2

Male 65.6 86.6 82.4 74,3 62.5 55.5 36.0
White 67.5 87.6 83.5 76.2 65.7 58.4 38.0
Black 45.6 77.5 89.3 55.7 31.1 25.5 15.6
Hispanic Orkin 1... 42.3 62.1 53.5 43.7 35.7 20.11 19.4

female 64.4 84.2 79.7 73.0 66.0 56.8 38.5
White ... 66.5 86.0 81.7 75.3 69.2 60.0 403
Black 45.4 72.0 65.3 55.7 39.2 '26.5 14.1
Hispanic origin I, , . 37.2 54.8 45.2 39.0 30.8 24.1 13.8

' Categories are not discrete 0.0.. a person may be classified in both white and Hispanic
origin categories),

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Censua# iducattonal Attainment
M the united States: March 977 end NM Sethi' P-20, No, 314.1077.

From: The Condition of Education 1979 Edition, p. 224.
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7. ?wow
If

4

a Or

Untroployment Rion, i96twu77

Mad' and other aces

1 .4 .4 .64/' .15 .641 117 61'1 191 0701 '71 e '471 '71) '174 .711 46 '77I
You

Swan U.S. Depuriam °limbos Damao of laboeStrioom"booloyesos awl Eanatia."
v o a ad, Na to (altaba Ian). dim i s.

From: Dorn, E. Rules and Racial Equality, p. 43.

8. Equalization of Education Has Nor OMR
Associated with Equalization of Income.

*warmly
A W

Yam°.
.4 ____.. Wooing----.-----.

...'"..------""......--..3

3
low 1966

'.°1\....................*"

I
1910 1161 1970 1974

YEAR

1001911 T9* upper Nth Others the trend over lull In ilia dawn
of dootaloy of income. V wanted by the standard deviation
et the natutai bygarebnt 01 annual moms a: tulle toed
toontyelvc or .last. llo loom UP4 Owes the treed owl WM in
IN *roe of otrouality of yams if %Atacama. as *mooned by the
eordiennt of valorem (the standard deveadod d(vIded by Os
mum) of Use years of settoolios attained by 'nabs sold RAM.
9w and older. Data to 1970 to 1974 are misuses baud as V.S.
Coma Ow
stoats: Bun Odswick mod lards /divast. 'Tiro larlas
Clianpas In Personal Income Wood* in the DJ:. Jouinei
e1 PoiliPtei Ecootoim Vai. 10. 14e. 3. Pan II tatobiard 19121.

From: Bowles, S. and H. Gintis. Schooling in Capitalist America,
p. 34.
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9. Mediae Income of Famine*, by Race of Head, tit so to 1917

Omega Commix'
boom

lamellae
OPP Income (19671

- Corniest
Darr

Year White Siet Differvoto lade Than Maths Daemon
1910 1443 1169 1571 44 bill 4771 1591 1,116
1911 3839 1411 !1st /, .1.01 9119 tits 049
1914 4114 1359 1776 .37 1416 1071 1941 1114

890 401 1461 1911 .56 heal 5411 1071 wo
1914 4519 1410 1919 .56 hy40 3)99 1993 1196

191) 4601 1549 1056 5 1.147 3741 3171 1564
g90 4995 adal 1363 .0 14s9 140 3130 1906
1917 3166 s764 1461 .34 MN fiat 5176 1149
190 5300 1711 1569 .11 hely ilys 5131 1991
11139 51145 7105 Mki .51 1.145 1741 5459 5159

1910 5135 3133 silos .35 6117 65,6 3641 1911
1961 SO

1191 1701 53 1.116 667) 5561 5114
1961 6137 1)10 aro .55 1.104 6996 3674 5110
10) 6148 3463 501) .3) bap 7144 5710 )364
611 680 3714 71,4 44 1474 7)79 4007 )373

1965 965s 096 5)65 .54 4.059 767a 4111 5161
1966 7791 4507 511, .y1 1.019 Sot 1 460 3710
1967 8114 4871 3559 .59 1.000 1154 4875 )319
1969 5937 1,10 1377 .60 .910 1510 1146 504
1964 9784 1999 S78, .61 lie 191, 3461 )448

19713 io.36 6app Alt .140 11015 500 )05
1995 loft: 6446 4111 . Ici .914 1794 5)04 1488
1971 11149 6164 4565 .59 479 9216 5414 5744
1971 11191 7169 jfif .55 .751 9471 1411 4005
1974 135545 7108 5141 .55 471 9055 1194 3761
1971 84104 8779 5419 .61 Aso 1540 5411 3401
1976 15537 9141 Ilyyp .59 .517 pito 1311
1977 16740 905 7177 .57 .554 9174 1o71

&wrest U.S.. Defer:mu of Comoro, hawse of the CORM, Current Poltsdarien Reports. P13. No. 54. "The
Social and Economic Sulu' of the Ilea Population of the United Stotts, 197 4" (Withintroor GPO. 0995). table
91 CPR. No. No. 116. "Mon? Income end Poverty Seto of Pundits and Persona in the United States, 1977"(Washington: GPO, 89753; I wail to thank Dwight Johnson of the C411141 Donau lor helping me locate the moatrecent data.
"Neck" income pilot to 1944 actually emptily. "Negro and 0111er Rum." Mn exception is t959. when the

Census aortae warmed black ins me orpstrely.
The Consume Purchasing Paseo laden(cry° le the inverts of the Conlon** Pace Intim. It is obtained from

SAIMAA Abstract of tie (hotted Stem 1917, Table in. p. 47b. Coma income antes EPPS equals constant XI.

From: Dorn, E. Rules and Racial Equality, pp. 34, 35.
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12.

Asensge annual cularies of 1967-77 bachelor's and master's degree recipients working lulkints, by sea
and by racial/et/nue group: IA:bruary 1975

Average annual salary

Charadmistic

lischeler's
dep.

recipients

Master's

*me
recipients ..

Total $11,700 $16,000
White, nixHispanic_ 11,700 15,903
Slack. non-Hispanic 11,100 17,000
Other' 12,900 16,300

Mate 12,700 16,900
White, nonHispanic 12,700 17,000
Slack, nonHispanic 12,000 17,200
Others . 14,500 16,100

Female 10.300 14,900
White, net-Hispanic 10,300 14,690
Black, non-Hispanic 10,500 16,800
Other' 11,000 16,600

SOURCE: U.S. Oectortntoot of Health, Education. and Wel.
tare, National Ccn:er for Iduceion merlons. 1978 Survey
o11970 -77 College Gractue lel, orilinlonary data.

From: The Condition of Education, 1979 Edition, p. 240.
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From; Bowles, S. and H. Gintis. Schooling in Capitalist America,
p. 31.
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-7'

Occupai Iona, Compostion el Dec* Shaft% 1972°

I t..

Tyra ol occupation

1 ii ii 'IT

I la 1- 1 li II li It ii
--....

6.2 13.5.::.1

Male
Sell.emploved professional ...,

and technical 1556)' .5 .1 .2 .3 .3 .3 .6 .8 1.3
Sislaried professional and .

technical 152171 2.6 17 2.6 5.0 6.6 8.0 14.0 13.9 19,6 23.6 19.0
&II-employed managers

and administrators
01531 3.8 1.3 1.4 1,7 1,6 1.6 1.9 12 2.4

Salaried managers and
14.440 8.5.67 .''.:...:

administration (507)1 2.7 1.5 2.2 4,4 57 6.7 119 11.8 18.0 30.3 397::
Farman and lame managets 7: 7

(13331 10.0 2.5 2.1 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3
1Clerical (2673) 2.1 2.9 3.4 4.7 40 Z1 7,7 7.6 57 2.1 1.5 .!.8..'::;:..

Sales 122511 1,9 21 2.4 3.4 34 3.4 5.1 5.0 63 8,8 10.8
Fniernen (1221) .3 .6 .9 1,7 2.2 2.6 17 4.0 3.9
Craftsmen 5.7 6.6 6.3 4.7 11.0 16.3 20.3 19.9 17.7 11.0 at
OperMiVe$ ((b77112b7)) 6.7 10.6 12.1 153 17.0 18.2 15.? 15.2 10.6 4.0 LC
Service except private

houarhold (25071 48 5.2 56 67 5.7 4.8 4.4 4.2 3.3 1.8
Faun laborers and foremen . .

44421 3.0 1.4 1.1 .8 .7 2 .2 '.1 .2 2 .1
Laberrors (1870) .3.0 4.6 45 4.3 4.5 48 2.9 2.8 1.7 .2 .4 '

"I* 2



14 (Continued).

Formic
SeUemployed professionel

and !echoic/4 (411) .3 .1 .1 .1 - ...- .1

Salaried professional
and technical (2993) 3,0 3.3 4.4 55 9.6 6.7

Self-employed managers
and adminntrarom (211) 1.6 .4 .3

.7.9

.3 2 .2 .2
Salaried managers

and administrators (900) 1.4 2.1 2.3 2.6 ILI 1.7 1.4

Fanners anJ loin managers
11151 1.1 .3 .2 .1 .1 - -

Cie*di 013491 11.7 25.5 25.9 22.9 15.4 55 2.9
Sales (6841 4.4 3.2 2.4 .1 .7 .4 .2
Craftosom and foremen

1276) 1.0 1.0 1.0 .9 .4 .2 .1
°perukes (3061 9.7 11.3 9.7 13 3.5 2.0 .$

Private household wosken
13081 4.0 .7 .4 .1 *.1 - -

Service except Pdvisle
14010.0h0ld (23011) 154 10.4 8.1 3.8. 2.2 1.4 .4

:A..4.a (1141 .7 .5 .4 .2 .1 .1

Total 100.4 99.9 100.0 99.1 100.0 100.1 100.2

.1 .2

1.8 .8

.2 .2

.7 .4

-.s ... 1 .1
2.6 1.6 A' .7
.1 .2 .2 .1

.1 .1 - .

.5 .2

- .- .- -
.2 ...2 .1 .1

99.8 100.1 100.1 99.8

Source: Calculake) from U.S. Bureau of the Census 41972: 130-134 Penally* lolals wry (wen WWI dos 10 rounding
"1:01141flif employed income ransom, civilian labor lone.
'Toni nosebags in parentheses le thousands; other AVM in this table represent percentages 01 each deck sham.

rom: Collins, R. The Credential Society, pp. 186, 187.
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15. Relationship between Income and Inherited Social Status
CORO, he Accounted toe by ()evinces in I.Q.

41.11
Potbse

Pin ut the TO) Path 40.11

40% in inseam

70%
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a ti

ramify ectiONIOlontle bookomund

transit The lattand beg el each pair shows the asunismil
Mdbabdity dot :. rrwM W in Oe top MO et the Income 41101.
MOW if ha Is in a ginIn dmile el soeitoonergic background,
TIM tight itaa4 ea shusi the *sumacs orobability that a mat
is it the tee Mit of the Memos oistribodon if he has ammo
ebildtwad 10 and is in a Oven dorsi* of sesioar000mic bag&
ground.

NM that Os bars el any gives poi/ we surd dom. showing
that the incoste/somnemmoinic background miaimoshin is 41.
most the same for liWividgets pith idgodeal IQs as for all
individuals.
saunas Nottegio males Of nonfarm Pagagreund. 1963, aged
30-44 gears.
swam Seassel *mils and Vaieri Menem Inocrisaose
of 07 and the Intaressersitonal Transmission of Venom%
lesauslity." The Review of deemeessies mei hefierics, Vol. fa,
rah I. lehmary IOTA.

CO

High

From: Bowles, S. and H. Gintis. Schooling in Capitalist America,
p. 121.
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16. Relationships between Characteristics of Native White Nonfarm Males
Aged 25-64 in 1962, Based on Observed Correlations .

,ro----&--- 0J4

A 451\p

POMO

4b INC

POPOC .2---C-1..-lo.lr---d=4.....wo

Relationships between Characteristics of NetiVe White Nonfarm Males
Aged 25-64 in 1962, eased on "true" Correlations

PO 0C 'Z V- Il---Z-1.--em APO,

tir ,IY

POPEO . Father's Education
POPOC = Father's Occupation
IQ 12 Early Cognitive Skills
ED . Child's Educational Attainment
AFQT = Child's Later Cognitive Skills
OC . Child's Occupational Status
INC = Income

From: Jencks, C. at al. Inequality: A Reassessment of the Effects
of Family and Schooling in America, P.'31D.
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17. HIGH SCHOOL DROP-OUT RATE OF INDIAN STUDENTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA --
19.75% for four (4) times that of the non-Indian drop-out
rate).

NATIONAL DROP-OUT RATE FOR INDIAN STUDENTS -- The median for
schooling completed by Indians is 9.8 years; only 1/3 finish
high school.

COLLEGE DROP-OUT RATE FOR INDIAN STUDENTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA --
Of the students who did not enroll, or who dropped out at
second semester, 69% are freshmen.

GRADUATING SENIORS NATIONWIDE -- 68% go on to college.

GRADUATING INDIAN SENIORS NATIONWIDE -- 35% go on to college.

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE -- Ranges from 40% to 70%, depending on the
reservation.

MEDIAN INCOME -- $3,000 to $4,500 lower than the average non-
Indian.

From: Indian Education, Office of Curriculum and Instruction,
Pierre, S.D., 1979.



18. ACHIEVEMENT TEST DATA: Indians

Comparing all tests and grades, Indian students scored
lower than those in the non-Indian sample. The amount of
difference, however, varied by test and grade level.

Achievement test data on the Indian students in the sample
indicated that the disparity between the students' expected
performance and actual performance widens as the student
advances through the grades.

The elementary level reading scores were generally higher
than language arts and math scores. Conversely, math
scores tended to be higher at the middle school and high
school level.

Most of the achievement test data indicated serious
developmental delays for a significant number of Indian
students.

National Curve Equivalent (NCE) scores were derived con-
verting the Indian test data to a single comparable scale.
Across all grade levels, test time periods, test levels,
and test forms, the average NCE for Indian students fell
between 5 and 7 points below the NCE midpoint (equivalent
to the 50th percentile). Non-Indian students were general-
ly 20 points higher than Indian students.

In analysis of achievement test performance by income
levels, EMS found that Indian students participating in
the free lunch program performed below those Indian stu-
dents who were not receiving free lunches.

From: Minnesota State Department of Education, Indian and Bilin-
gual Needs Assessment, 2979.
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19. The Difference Between Selected Racial/Ethnic Group
Achievement and the Achievement of AU 17YearOlds

Percents. point' Standard Error Number of
Difference From of the Students

the Achievement of Difference
A1117.YearOlds

Social Studies

White 2.39 0.21 22,690
Bleck .13.56 0.56 3,464
Hispanic .13.12 1.13 1,259

Science

White 2.13 0.20 20,370
Black .10.32 0.61 3,936
Hispanic .11.08 1.08 1,105

Matbentades

White 3:63 0.32 23,427
Black .19.83 0.60 4,999
Hispanic .14.36 1.02 1,376

Career and Occupational Development

White 2.19 0.19 20,892
Bleck .15.96 0.89 3,087
Hispanic .7.65 2.08 729

Readies

White . 2.78 0.22 16,301
Black .16.44 0.74 2,523
Hispanic .11.42 1.54 530

From: Hispanic Student Achievement in Five Learning Areas,_1971-7S,
p. 13.
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20. The Difference Between Selected Hispanic Group Achievement and the
Achievement of AU 17.Year.Olds (in School) in Five Learning Area

Percentile Points
Difference From

the Achievement of
All 17.Yeat.Olds

Social Studies

All Hispanic 17-year-olds -13.13
Northeast 7.84
West -12.38
Male -12.03
Female 416
Parents not graduates of high school .15.47
Parents graduates of high school 6.81

Standard Error
of the

Difference

1.13
3.04
1.22
1.48
1.38
1.24
1.42

Number of
Students

1,219
328
963
S87
672
604
403

Science

All Hispanic 17year-olds 4118 108 1,105
Northeast -13.6 7 2.02 170
West -10.87 1.7.5 839
Male 132 ' 1.47 SO!
Female 140 1.03 604
Parents not graduates of high school -12.36 1.30 536
Parents graduates of high school -7.42 1.72 362

Mathematics

All Hispanic 17year-olds 44.36 1.02 1,376Northeast 4 7.30 2.13 214
West -14.30 122 1,033
Male -10.67 1.60 634
Female .17.94 0.75 '742
Parents not graduates of high school S.S2 1.56 668
Parents graduates of high school 166 1.S4 449

Career and Occupational Development

AU Hispanic 17-year-olds -7.6$ 3.08 7:9
Northeast -12.21 8.76 98West -6.84 1.86 S13Male .9.17 3.79 372
Female .67 2.3S 357
Parents not graduates of high school -10.26 3.71 356
Parents graduates of high school -2.80 3.1 S 311

Reading

All Hispanic 17-year olds 11.43 1.54 S SONortheast -I I.7S 4.36 103
West .11.06 1.79 409
Male 13.39 1.70 :83Female .9.30 1.65 . 267
Parents not graduates of high school -12.86 1.38 :64
Parents graduates of high school .6.91 1.89 328

From: Hispanic Student Achievement in Five Learning Areas, 1971-75,
p. 24.
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21. The Difference Bemoan Selected Black Group Achievement and the
Achievement of All I7.1fearOlds In Ph, Looming Asses

Percentage Points
Difference Prom

the Achievement of
All 17Year. Olds

Social Studies

All black 17year.olds 4 3J6
Northeast 4 0.48
West 4 5.19
Mile 43.31
Female . 1172
Parents not graduates of high school 4 6.12
Parents paduates of high school .9.93

Science

All black 171abohla 10.32
Northeast 01
West 015
Male 4.95
Female .1 L41
Parents not graduates of high school 10.07
Parents paduates of high school .23

Mathematics

All black 17year.okh
Northeast :11:1:
Wen .1916
Male 4 8J3
Female 21175
Parents not graduates of high school 2167
Parents podium of high school 6A2

Cuisunni Occupational Development

oldsMI black 17yeer .1S46
Northsut 4 547
West 4 7.71
Male 7.24
Female 4 415
Parents not graduates of high school 1840
Parents graduates of high school 1167

Reeding

All black 17.yeavolda 16.44Northeast1199
West .2041
lisle 19.24
Female .1445
Parents not graduates of high school 4 9J9
Parents graduates of high school 1198

Standard Error
of the

Difference

0.56
0.85
1.21
0.71
0.71
0.76
0.53

0.61
1.01
1.15

. 0.73
0.72
0.56
0.87

0.60
1.79
LOS
0.71
OM
0.79
0,59

0.89
2,3444
1.39
1.29
1,06
1.29
1,11

0.74
L61
3.35
0.90
0.04
015
143

Number of
Students

3,464
605
556

1,552
1,912
1,201
1,889

3,936
580
578

1,758
2,178
1,281
2,088

4,999
774
715

2,243
2,756
1,671
2,628

3,087
528
466

1,472
1,615
1,003
1,814

211?
235

IA
794

L420

From Hispanic Student Achievement in Five Learning Areas, 1971-75,
p. 76.
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22. Level of Southeastern Black Achievement, Age 9, In Relation
to PereentWhite Composition of the Schools, 1970 and 1973

1970 1973

-141- 01 /11011010
oesiumun olloolhageent Maks i1 17111001 hoist-9011e Catawba

Level of Southeastern Black Achievement, Age 13, in Relation
to PercentWhite Composition of the Schools. 1969 and 1972

1919 1972
40%

tllwlwYehetteellows wen Slacks is Maud 11109011109) Catarrhs

Level of Southeastern Black Achievement, Age 17. in Relation
to PercentWhite Composition of the Schools. 1969 and 1973

190 1973

11011 11111610111
DItedbelles of Issilmmem Nods Is DANK PasenoWhIte Cow**

From: Science Achievement: Racial and Rejional Trends 1969-1973,

76
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APPENDIX C

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT PUBLICATIONS IN
READING, WRITING AND LITERATURE

The following compendium is intended to provide
snapshots of NAEP publications relating to literacy.
All publications are available from NAEP offices in Den.
ver .
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Title: National Assessment and the Teaching of English

Assessment(s): 1969-70 Writing Assessment
1970-71 Reading Assessment
1970 -71 Literature Assessment

A is 0: 9, 13, 17

Variables: Region, Sex, Race, Parental Education, Size and Type of Community

Data: Percent of acceptable /Unacceptable Responses, Ten Writing Tasks
Percent of "Yes" Responses to Questions about Writing
Number of Mechanics Errors per 100 words of Writing
Percew. of Respondents Correct, Literal Comprehension Sentences,

Imperative Mode
Percent of Respondents Correct, Literal Comprehension Sentences,

Declarative
Percent of Respondents Correct, Inference Sentences
Percent of Respondents Correct, Recognizing Specific Literary Works

and Characters
Percent of Correct Responses to Objective Items, Understanding Imag-

inative Language
Percent of Correct Responses to MC Questions Requiring Written

Statement of Supporting Reasons
Percentages of Oral Responses Judged Adequate in Each of Four Major

Response Categories
Percentages of Total and Adequate Written Responses Classified

According to Five Response Categories
Percentages of "Yes" Responses to Questions About Literaty Reading

Habits and Attitudes

Other Content: Basic description of National Assessment of Educational Progress
Writing, Reading and Literature Objectives
Reading Passages used in assessment
Literary Works used in assessment
Discussion and interpretation of results
Discussion of assessment implications
Suggestions for classroom teaching

Related Material: All first assessment reports in Reading, Writing and Literature.

Comments: Several things about this book -- commissioned by NAEP -- make it
valuable for the researcher in any of the language arts. First of
all it presents a very handy summary of the first assessment results
in reading, writing and literature. Secondly, it presents a reanal-
ysis of the reading assessment results from s psycholinguistic point
of view. Third, the healthy skepticism about testing that pervades
the book permits the reader to put the results into a broad per-
spective. And fourth, the results and the assessment strategies
are applied to current classroom instructional needs by someone who
knows those needs well.

NAEP Reading assessment results, presented by NAEP in terms of
median percentages of success and broken into 10 separate volumes,
appeared to prove that the vast majority of people assessed were
having no problers with reading. Mellon reanalyzed the results
in an ingenious way and came up with less sanguine conclusions.
He assumed that each multiple choice question required the trans-
formational combining of stem and choices and then the truth test-
Lee of the four resulting sentences. So he turned each question
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100 2 sentence, categorized the sentence in terms of its mode and
its linguistic difficulty end rank ordered the sentences by per-
centage of success. Such a procedure was interesting in itself and
also revealed that skill in reading higher level, "inferential"
material was not nearly as widespread as had been supposed by
people who had analyzed the results earlier. Mellon's model of the
thought processes involved in answering multiple choice "comprehension"
items raises serious measurement questions for anyone involved in the
testing of reading.

discussion of the writing essessment.is useful to the teacher,
or the testing tyro, but the researcher will find little there of
note. Hie criticism of various aspects of the assessment are famil-
iar: it was atomized; its forced role-playing probably kept results
deceptively low; extrapolations from the mechanics study are Jikely
to be blown out of proportion and misunderstood; and NAEP needs more
rhetorically-oriented teaks.

The discussion of the literature assessment clearly explicates the
general difficulties involved in such an enterprise and the specific
Ones encountered by MAU. Mollon feels that the attempt to measure
response to literature consumed more time than its vague results
justify. Consequently, researchers in this popular area should attend
to this critique.

Mellon's summary examines such problem areas as motivational level
of atudeute being assessed, comprehensiveness of the assessments,
utility of NW data and application of NAEP materials at state or
local levels.

All in all, this book constitutes a fine. level - headed explanatiom
and critique of NAIP work in the language arts. Us greatest

limitation is that it was written prior to the reassessments of
writing, reading and literature.
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Titles /Nadine: Summary Data, National Assessment of Educational Progress
Report 02A-00, ERIC it ED 094 359, July, 1974, 58 pages.

Typo of Reports Technical summary

AssestmenliaXs 1970-71 Reading Assessment

Re Level(s): 9:13, 17, Adult (26-30

Variables,: Region, Sex, Race, Parental Education, Sias and Type of Community,
Sise of Community

Item TYPe(s): No items

Da dv Median variable group (males, blacks, etc.), difference (in percentage
points) from national level of performance for each age on each Reading
theme and each Reading objective

Other Content: Description of Reading objectives.
Description of Reading exercises.
Description of Reading themes.

Source Material Available to Researchers: Raw results on 1600 BPI, 9-track
data tepee usable only on IBM 360' or 370 hardware with OS or VS operating
systems GI 894.00/tape.

Related Materials 02-ROI, Understanding Words and Word Relationships.
02-R-02, Graphic Meterials.
02 -R -03, Written Directions.
02 -R -04, Reference Materials.
02-1H:15, Gleaning_Sienifitant Pacts From Passages.
02-1H:16, Main Ideas and Organisation,
02 -R -07, Drawing Inferences.
02 -R -08, Critical Reading.

02-R-09, Reading Rate and Comprellimisa.
02-R-30, Recipes, Weappgrs: Reasoning and Ra.e.
02-Grf, General Information Yearbook for Reading and Literature.
Mellon, John, National Assessment and the Teaching_,f

English, NOTE, Urbana, Illinois, 1974.

Comments: This report consists of 40 tables which display median percentage
differences from national performance and also display "directional
tendencies" of each variable group. These latter reveal at a
glance which, on a given theme (e.g., Understanding Vain Ideas,
etc.), a group (females, inner-city a:tellers' etc.) tended to per...
form above, below or at the national level at each age.

The emphasis of the report is entirely upon group differences; this
fact defines its utility for people interested in a highly abstract
look at overall results and its irrelevance for people looking
for exercises or exercise-level results.
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it at National Assessment of Educational Progress Report 8: Writing Mechanics,
ERIC P ED 062 325, 19)2, 202 pages.

Trod of Report: Selected Results, Primarily for English Teachers

Aasesement(s): 1969-70 Writing Assessment

Asa Lavel(s),: 9, 13, 17, Adult (26 -35)

Variables,: National Data Only

,Item Type(s): Essay and Letter

am: Number of different words in high -, medium- and low- quality essays.
Total number of words in high -, medium and low-quality essays.
Mean word length in letters.
Standard deviation of word length in letters.
Total number of sentences.
Number of declarative sentences.
Number of interrogative Sentence*.
Number of imperative sentences.
Mean sentence length in words.
Standard deviation of sentence length in words.
Number of paragraphs.
Mean paragraph length in sentences.
Standard deviation of paragraph length in sentences.
Relative pronouns.
Head position gerunds.
Head position adverbs.
Head position past participles.'
Number of colons.
Number of semicolons.
Number of parentheses.
Number of quotation marks.
Obvious misspellings of common words (a common word is any word appearing

at least once every two papers).
Obvious misspellings of proper nouns.
Misspellings of uncommon words (uncommon words appeared less than once

every two papers).
Error counts in paragraphing, punctuation, capitalization, sentence

structure, agreement, and spelling and word usage.

Other content: Essay assignments used for mechanics study.
Explanation of ell qualitative and quantitative analyses

performed.
Characterizations of essays at different quality levels by
panel of "experts."

Sample essays.
Relationship of study sample to full populations of 9 -year-
olds, 13-year-olds, 17year-olds and adults.

Source Material Available to Researchers: Contact NAEP

Related Materials: Mellon, John. National Assessment and the Machin" of
English,, Urbana, Illinois, 1975.

Slottick, M.B., "Toward a Theory of Computer Essay Grading,"

Journal of Educational Measurement, Winter 1972.

Comments: From the entire distribution of about 2,500 essays, which had been
holistically marked, NAEP selected sample papers near the 15th, 50th
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and 80th centiles for special Analysis. Each paper was examined by
two Engliah teachers for sechanical errors and those were aggregated
into "error counts." Than, a panel of judges reed each Set of papers
and characterized, impressionistically, the sets, patting the error
counts into a more meaningful perspective, The judges described good
as well as bad qualities in the papers and discussed what the writers
were trying to do and how well they were doing it. Finally, the
essays were scanned by a computer programmed to provide information
about fluency, *palling, diction, sentence structure, punctuation
and paragraph development. The report presents results of this study
for an sassy at ages 9,. 13 and 17, as well as a letter written by
adults.

Although the report contains a good deal of interesting data and com-
mentary, much of it can be summed up in the observations that good
papers are easier to read, longer and lass error ridden than poor
Palma, and that poor papers sound more like speech than writing.

These are not surprising revelations. Furthermore, the error counts,
judges' judgments and computer analyses all support the general
ordering of the papers established in a holistic scoring, as we would
expect.

The primary virtue of this report is that it combines qualitative
with quantitative approaches in an effort to flesh out our understanding
of written products. Its primary liability consists in the feet
that it is a nodal study and it focuses entirely on mechanics.
This is exactly whet it was supposed to be, of course; but there is
just so much one can profitably learn within such a limited perspective.



Title: Critical Reading, National Assessment of Educational Progress Reading
Report 02-R-08, ERIC 0 ED 078 387, May 1973, 169 pages.

Type of Wort: Selected results

Assesseeat(s)g L970 -71 Reading assessment

Age !Amelia): 9, 13, 17, Adult (26-35)

Variables: Region, Sex, Race, Parental Education, Use end Type of Community,
Size of Community

Item 1Vve(s): Multiple choice: recognizing literary devices, inferring
from metaphors, identifying mood, recognising structure, drawing
appropriate inferences.

- race validity.

Data; Percentages of success on released items for each age and for variable
groups within age.

Summary distributions across all items, displaying median difference
from national performance for each variable group at each age.

Performance comparisons on items common to two or more age levels.

Other toucan: Introduction to reading assessment.
Items used in the assessment.
Discussion of selected items and their results.

Sourqa_Material Available to Researchers: Raw results on 1600 BPI, 9-track
data tapes usable only on IBM 360 or 370 hardware with OS or VS operating
systems $ $94.00 /tape.

ReistsgAmterial: Reading and Literature General Information Yearbook, 02.4IT.
1970 Reading Objectives, especially Objective II, "Analyze
what Is Read,' and IV, "Reason Logically From What Is Read.

Recipes, Wrappers, Reasoning and Rate, 02 -R-30.
Reading: Summary Data, 02-R00.
Mellon, John, Ational Assessment and tha Teaching of

Enelist, MCTE, Urbana, Illinois, 1974.

Comments: Thera is some overlap here with the Literature assessment, since
many of these items use poems as stimuli. Since critical reading
involves going back to the text after having read it once and
analyzing it for greater understanding, and since, in order to
Measure critical reading skills we have to force people to go back
to the text and Celt four hypotheses -- ve can never be sure
whether they can do it on their own or not. This qualification (a
consequence of the multiple-choice format) aside, the material here
is worth examining because it demonstrates problems with higher-
level inference and it provides data about adult readers.
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MA: Functional Literacy: Basic Reading Performance, National Assessment and
Right to Read, 53 pages.

TYPO of !Vett: Joint report with Right to Read

Assessment(): Special Right to Read assessments in 1974, 1975; Reading
assessment, 1970-71.

Age Levi:kill: 17

Variables: Region, Rats, Sex, Parental Edutation, Size and Type of Community

Item Thor(.: Multiple choice, low-diffitalty items selected from the 197041
item pool by Right to Read staff as "functional literacy"
items.

petal Maas percentages of Suttees; on 64 items for all variable groups, 1971,
1974 and 1975.

Mean percentages of success en 64 items compared to desired results,
all three years.

Mean percentages of success on 64 items compared to highest expected
results, all three years.

Mean percentages of suc cess on 64 items compared to minimal standards,
all three years,

Mean percentages of success on 86 items for all variable groups, 1974
and 1975.

Mean percentages of success on 86 items compared to desired results,
two years.

Mean percentages of suttess on 86 items compared to highest-expected
results, two years.

Mean percentages of success on 86 items tampered to minimal standards,
two years.

Percentages of euccess for unique exercises on which performance
declined markedly.

Percentages of success for unique exercises on which performance
improved markedly.

Other Content: Brief summary of results.
Explanation of study.

Source Material Available to Researchers: All items used are available upon
request.

Related_Naterial: NAIL Statiatical/Documantery Report -- Summary Volume.
Handbook of the Mini..Assossmenc of Functional Literacy.

Comments: Right to Rand Wetted exercises from the NAEP peel which they
thought 100: of America's 17 yesr-elds should answer correctly and
funded two "mini-assessments of functional. literacy" (:(AFL) using
those items. This report presents the results of that study and
also makes the only NAEP foray into "criterion testing." The
Right to Read exercises were given to 100 students proven to be
superior readers. Their petcentage of success on any exercise
wee taken to be the "highest expettid level of performance" and

the results were recalculated using this index instead of 100%
as one criterion against which to measure literacy. Right to
Read also decided that 757 was the minimum percentage of success
to qualify as functionally literate, and results for the variable
groups were plotted against this standard as wall.
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Literature Assessment: Summary Data, National Assessment of Educational
rogress Report 02-L-00, ERIC 0 ED 079 635, June, 1973, 105 pages.

2211Lof Retort: Technical summary for somewhat technically oriented audience

Aesessnenc(s); 1970-71 Literature Assessment

Age Level(s): 9, 13, 17, Adult (26-333

Variables: Region, See, lace, Parental Education, Size and Type of Community,
Siso of Community

Item Type(s): No items included in this report. It is based upon all the
items used in the Literature assessment.

Data: Summary distributions across all items in each Literature report,
displaying median difference from national performance for each
variable group at each age.

Median differences from national performance for variable groups by
Literature objectives.

Performance comparisons of age groups on common sets of items.

Other Content: Introduction to Literature assessment

Source Malarial Available to Researchers: Raw results on 1600 BPI, 9-track
data tapes usable only on IBM 360 or 370 hardware with OS or VS operating
systems @ $94.00/tape.

'slated Material: Readingand_Literature General Information Yearbook.
Purvis, A., and Rippers, V., Elements of Writing About a
/Imre Work: A Study of Response to Literature, NCTE
ReseeraWiff, Urbana, Illinois.

Mellon, Johu, National Assessment and the Teaching of
Tnalishi =TT, Urbana, Illinois, 1975.

Orindstaff, Faye Louise, "The Narionai Assessment of
Literature: A Review," Research in the Teaching of
,Ensltah, 981 :80 -97, Spring, 1975.

Comments,: This report collects the statuary information included in each
Literature report and puts it all in one place. In addirion, it
presents results by objective and presents some interesting age and
variable-group comparisons across the range of Literature items.
It makes for very dull reading, but it does provide a useful over-
View of results for people who are unwilling or unable to read
all the Literature reports.
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=IA: Drawing Inferences, National Assessment of Educational Progress Report
02,-R-07, ERIC 0 ED 083 533. August, 1973, 258 pages.

1Xe of Report: Selected results

Assessment(s): 1970-71 Reading Assessment

ARO Level(sl: 9, 13, 17, Adult (26-35)

Yeriableg: Region, Sex, Race, Parental Education, Size mud Type of Community,
Size of Community

kelaMISS/1 Multiple choice: low.. and high-laval inference questions,
noosensa word items.

Face validity.

km Percentages of success on released items for each age and for variable
groups within age.

Summary distributions across all items, displaying median difference
from national performance for each variable group at each age.

Performance comparisons on items common to two or more age levels.

Other Content; Introduction to the Reading assessment.
Items used in the assessment.

Discussion of selected items and their results

Source Material Available to Researchers: Raw results on 1600 BPI, 9track
data tapes usable only on IBM 360 or 370 hardware with OS or VS operating
systems 8 $94.00 /tape.

plated Materiep Reading and Literature Minaret Information Yearbook, 02-CIY.
1970 Reading 0b4ectives, especial y Objective II, "Analyze
What Is Read, and IV, "Reason Logically prom what Is Read.

Recipes' WraRkers. Reasonint and Rata, 02 -R -30.
Reading; Summary Data, 02-R-00.
Mallon, John, National Assessment and the Teaching of

English,, NCTE, Urbana, Illinois, 1974.

Comments; Percentages of success era a good deal lower in this report than
they are in the others, indicating that reading achievement must
be looked at in as many ways as possible in order to draw legitimate
conclusions. Clearly, most Americans can reed such low-level
inference materials as ere necessary to "make do" or "survive" or
'graduate." But ability to comprehend even modestly complicated
text is not so widespread at eny age and is appallingly skimpy
among certain variable groups. This fact, overlooked because of
the relatively good performance on the en ire assessment,
bears further study. Like the rest of the Reading reports, this
one, too, is useful as a rare source of data on adult reading
ability.
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Title: Reading in America: A Perspective on Two Assessments, National
Assessment or Educational Progress Report 06-R-01, ERIC 0 ED 128 785,
October, 1976, 30 pages.

Type of Report: Interpretive overview for general audience

Assessment(s): 1970-71, 1974-75 Reading assessments

Age Level(s): 9, 13, 17

Variables: Region, Sex, Race, Parental Education (post-high-school and no-
hich-school education only). Size and Type of Community (high
metro, low metro, rural only)

Item Type (s): A few items are shown as examples, but most of the items used
to measure change in reading performance were not released.
The majority are multiple-choice questions, such as those
displayed in reports about the first assessment.

Data: National and variable group mean percentages of success, 1970-71
assessment, 1974-75 assessment, for literal comprehension items,
inferential comprehension and reference skills items, ages 9, 13 and 17.
National percentages of success on selected exemplaty items.

Other Content: Interpretive comments about changes (and nonchanges) in
reading performance between the two assessments by Roger
Farr, William Blanton, Carita Chapman, Diane Lapp, Wayne
Otto and Robert Tierney.

Source Material Available to Researchers; Some. Contact Wayne Martin at MAU'

Related Materials: 02-R-01, Understanding Words and Word. Relationships.
02 -R-02, Graphic Materials.
02-RA:03, Written Directions.
02-F0-04, Reference Materials.
02-RA:05, Gleaning Significant Facts From Passages.
02 -R -06, Main Ideas and Organization.
02-Rr07, Drawing Inferences.
02-Rr08, Critical Reading.
02-R-09, Reading Rate and Comprehension.
06-A-00, A Summary of Changes in Reading Achievement.

Comments: The second Reading assessment revealed a significant improvement
in reading ability at age 9 but little change at ages 13 or 17.
At all ages there seems to be a problem comprehending basic,
literal written material; but comprehension drops off quickly as
soon as the tasks become difficult. These facts form the focus
of a conversation about the assessments and their meaning among six
distinguished reading experts who have examined the materials
upon which the results rest. Researchers will find hints about
potential directions to pursue, but they will not find sufficient
data in this report to satisfy their curiosity - because it was written
for a general audience more interested in experts' opinions than
in statistics. The ouch more tomprehensive summary, 06-R-00, would
be a better place for researchers to start.



Title: Responding to Literature, National Assessment of Educational Progress
Report 02-L-02, ERIC 4 ED 077 020, 1973. 231 pp.

Type of Report: Selected Rmsults for General Audience

Assessment(s): 1970-71 Literature Assessment

Age Level(s): 9, 13, 17, Adult (26-35)

Variables: Region, Sex, Size and Type of Community, Race, Parental Education,
Size of Community

Item Type(s): Oral Responses co Literary Works.
Written Response to Literary Works.

Data: Percentages of people responding to literary works in the following modes:
Engagement involvement
Formalistic
Interpretive
Evaluative
Retelling

Percentages of responses judged "inadequate," "barely adequate,"
"adequate" and "superior."

Other Content: Literary Works Used to Elicit Responses.
Explanation of Response Categories.
Sample Responses.

Source Material Available to Researchers: Raw results on 1600 BPI, 9-track data
tapes usable only on IBM 360 or 370 hardware with OS or VS operating systems
$94.00/tape.

Related Material: 02-GIY, Reading and Literature General Information Yearbook.
Purves, A., and Reppere, V., Elements of Writing About a

Literary Work: A Study of Response to Literature, NCTE
Research Report 9, Urbana, Illinois.

Mellon, John, National-Assessment and the Teaching of
English, NCTE, Urbana, Illinois, 1975.

Grindstaff, Faye Louise, "The National Assessment of
Literature: A Review," Research in the Teaching of
English, 9:1:60-97, Spring, 1975.

Comments: This study is based upon the response to literature system developed
by Purves and Reppere. Thac system, too unwieldy to employ with a
large sample of papers, was modified from a sentence-by-sentence
analysis to a holistic analysis of the entire response. That is,
scorers indicated that the primary thrust of the response vas either
evaluative or interpretive or whatever. In addition, scorers ranked
each written response on a 4-point scale from inadequate to superior.

Nine-year-olds were read a story and asked a series of questions about
it. Their tape-recorded responses to the questions were transcribed
and cacegorimed, but the results are rather messy. The interview
questions tended to force particular response modes and the actemits
to evaluate responses were complicated by the brevity of so many
answers. All in all, the 9-year-old data is interesting buc incon-
clusive. Thirteen- year -olds, 17- year -olds and adults were given
poems and short stories to respond to in writing, and these results
are meatier.
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This report raises important questions about the relationship between
research and assessment. Researthers can design studies like this
one much more comprehensively than NAEP can. They can give the stu-
dents more time, find out more about them, control for various factors
and give subjects several opportunities to display their repertoire
of response modes. NAEP can give students one 15-minute shot at
responding within a test-likesituation.



Title: Explanatory and Persuasive Letter Writing, RAE? Report 05-V-03,
ERIC QED 135 006, February 1977

Tyne of Report: Selected Resulti for General Audience

Assessmantfs): 1969-70, 1972-74 Writing Assessment

Age Level(s): 9, 13, 17, Adult (26 -35)

Variables: Males, Females, Blacks, Whites, Low Metro, High Metro

Item Typels): 'Open- ended: personal letters (audience specified); fill in the
blanks -- greeting, closing, addressing conventions; letters to organiza-
tions (situation specified); employment application letters.

Data: National and Group Variable=: percentages of youngsters writing "inadequate,"
"basic," "competent" and "excellent" letters; percentages of youngsters
demonstrating control of various rretotical skills (primary trait scores);
Changes in some percentages berweer 1969 and 1974 assessments.

Other Content: Examples of exercises and responses

Source Material Available to Researchers: Contact NAEP for access to original
essays or reproductions.

Related Material: Writing, 1969-1974: Technical Report for complete documenza-
tion of results including standard errors of percentages.

NAEP Writing Obiectives, 1969 version and 1974 version.'

Comments: Some its are interesting in themselves, but there is no summery
information across writing assignments, making generalizations about
overall writing competence impossible. No two exercises were *cored
with exactly the same criteria. Adult results appear for only rwo
items. These results also appear in Adult Work Skills and gnowledge
MAD Report 05-00D-01.
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Title: Caneral Information Yaach.z,ak, NAEP Report 02-CIY, ERIC AD G72 421,
May 1972..

Woe of alma: Technical Background.

Assessment(s): Reading, Literature, 1970-71.

Axe Lowell!): Applies to 9, 13, 17, Adult (26-35).

Variables: Describe, all variables used in 1970-71.

Item No items includad.

ANJAV None.

Contents: Background information about the 1970-71 Reading and Literature
assessments including:

development of 0 :s vet
- development of exercises

definition of variable groups
sampling procedures
administration procedures
scoring of items

- data processing
- data analysis procedures

selection of exercises far reports
- Sewers about ass:me:lent data
- virtues and liabilities of data adjustment::

Related Matarigl: All Reeding and Literature reports.

Comments: Necessary background for any serious research using the data
from Chess assessments.
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Title: A Survey of Medina Habits, Report 02-L-04, ERIC OED 078 366,
May 1973

Type of Report: Selected Results for General Audience

Assessment(s): 197041 Literature Assessment

Age Imvel(s): 9, 13, 17. Adult (26-35)

Variables; Region, Sex, lace, Parental Education, Site and Type of Community

Item Type(s): Survey (group and individual); Yes/no; agree/disagree; written
and spoke* responses to attitude and experience questions

Data: National percentages reporting various attitudes toward and levels of
involvemeot with literature, as well as various kinds of literature
most often read.

Variable group results expressed both as absolute percentages and as
differences from the national percentages on each question.

Variable group results expressed as median differences from the nation
across all questions.

Sample spoken and written responses to survey questions.

Standard errors for all percentages in an appendix.

Other Contents: Survey items* Attitudes toward literature
Reading inventories (novels, poems. plays.
non-fiction, short stories, criticism,
biography. magazines)

Involvement with literature (re-reading.
reading another book by the author of a book
you enjoyed. reading a book and seeking to see
a movie. play oV television version)

Should movies be taught in Dullish classes?
Why or why not?

Source Material Ava lab's to Researchers; Raw results on 1600 BPI. 9-track data
tapes usable only on IBM 360 or 370 hardware with OS or VS operating
systems a $94.00 per tape.

Related Material: 02.4-40, Literature: Summary Oats.
02-01Y, general Information yearbook, 1972.
Johnson, Simon. "How Students Feel About Literature."
aaa2Lricoll. Vol. 10. No. 3, April 1974.
Mallon, John, National Assessment and the Teaching of
English, NOTE. Urbana. Minot*, 1975.

Comments: Because there is little specific information available about national
preferences in reading (by genre and by level of sophistication
within genre), this is a unique and vary useful rwport. Sample
responses to questions like "Do you think movies should be studied
as part of English classes?" make good reading.
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yitlet LtclanskiracerndRate, NASP Reading Report 02-R30.
ERIC ;ED 042 869, April 1974

Tyco of Reports Digest of Reading Assessment Results for General Audience,
Including Interpretive Chapter

Assessment(s): 1970-71 Reading Assessment

Ageltvel(s): 9, 13, 17

Variables: Region, Sex, Race, Parental Education, Site and Type of Community.
Special imitation devoted to race and sex differences in performance

Item TDge(s). Multiple-choice items appear as examples

Dates No results data that does not appear in other reeding reports.

Other Contents Interpretive discussion of results. Table displaying number of
exercise, in each reading report at each age levet. Median differences

between group and national results for all items in Reading assessment.
Percentages of blacks and whites in each parental education category.

Related Materials 02-GIY, Reading and LittratureSefterglInformation Yearbook.
All Reading reports.
Reading Oblectives.
Mellon, John, National Assessment and the TeachlaR_Of,

English' NCTE, Urbana, Illinois, 1975.

Comments: This volume reviews results published in Reports 02-&11 through 02-R-09
with particular elephants upon differential performance of males and females
and blacks and whites. It concludes with an interpretive discussion of
results.ameng Mary Ann !laird, Colin Dunkeld, Olive Niles, 0eorae
Phillips, Harold Harbor, David Torrington and author Donald Gallo. A
useful overview of the results, but not sufficient. Must be complemented
by the Mellon book.
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Title: First Assessment Literature Objectives, 1965, ERIC # ED 041 009, 21 pp.

?Yee of Report: Objectives Booklet

Assessment(s): 1970-71 Literature Assessment

Age Level(s): 9, 13, 17, Adult (26-35)

Contents: Introduction to NAEP.
Dewmiption of objectives development procedures.
Literature Objectives:

I. Read literature of excellence
A. Be acquainted with a wide variety of literary works
B. Understand the basic metaphors and themes through which

man has expressed his values and tensions in Western
culture

II. Become engaged in find meaning in and ,:valuate a work of
literature
A. Respond to a work of literature
S. Find meaning in a work of literature
C. Evaluate a work of literature

III. Develop a continuing interest and participation in literature
and the literary experience
A. Be intellectually oriented toward literature
S. Be effectively oriented to literature
C. Be independently active and curious about literature
D. Relate literary experience to one's life

Discussion of each objective and subobjective.
Description of relevance of each subobjective to each age group.
Names of people associated with the development and review of
literature objectives.

Comments: These objectives, developed by Educational Testing Service in the
old-sixties, represent a somewhat elitist, "belletristic" concept of
literature. They assume that "literature" is a body'of works rather
than a way of using language and that "literature of excellence" can
be specified in objective terms. Both assumptions are true only in
limited ways and both would steer assessment activities in a direction
familiar to ETS test takers. Unfortunately, a nationwide assessment
cannot assume that participants share knowledge of specific works and
criteria for adjudging excellence; some of the objectives were bound
to go to caste, and some of them were bound to waste precious time as
assessors tried to determine host many Americans recognize Paul Runyon
or Job or whomever.

The second objective, however, vas appropriate, though measurement of
it was no trivial or inexpensive task.

On the whole, these objectives are interesting as a culminating expres-
sion of viewpoint nurtured by university interests, propagated by
college testins and sustained by the relative economic health of
education in the 50s. Et was a narrow viewpoint t.at was already in
question and endangered when the objectives were developed. By the
time the assessment was administered, this perspective, by itself, was
obsolete.
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Mae; Readine Rate and Conarehension. NAEP Reading Report 02 -R -09,
ERIC . ED 026 934, December 1922. 225 pp.

;Yoe of Report: Selected Results for General Audience.

assessment(s): 1970 -71 Reading Assessment

Age Level(a): 9, 13, 17. Adult (26-35)

Variables: Region. Sex. Race, Parental Education. Sire and Type of Community,
Father's education, Mother's education, Reading materials in the house.

Item 'We(s): Reading Rate Measures; multiple choice comprehension questions
focusing on recall of details.

SgsAs Percentages of people at each age level and in each variable group
reading fewer than 100 w.- , 100 -199 w.p.m., 200 -299 w.p.m. and more

than 300 w.p.m.

Distributions of readitL from 0 to over 75 w.p.m. across different

passages at each age level.

Speche, Lorge, Fog, Dale Chall and SMOG Readability Indices for passages.

Percentages of people at each age level and in each variable stoup uor..
reetly answering comprehension questions, crossed with reading rate (e.g.
752 of the male 17-year-olds who reed at 100 -199 v.p.n. correctly answered
four or five out of five comprehension questions after reading a passage).

Analysia of exceptionally fast (7 750 w.p.m.) end exceptionally.slow
((SO v.p.m.) readers.

Percentage. of people at each age level and in each variable group: high
comprehension within reading rate.

Percentages of people at each age level and in eath variable group: rate

within comprehension.

17year-old and adult performance compered on common items.

Olscusaion of items and resulrs.

Other Colitane: Paasages used for assessment of rate
Items used for assessment of comprehension

Related Material: 02G12, General Information Yearbook, 1972.
02-R-30, Recipes. Wrappers. Reaaonint_and Rate; j% Digest,

of the First Reading,_Aasessment, 1974.
ZT-17-b-07=ary Data, 1974.
Mellon, John, National Assessment and the TeachingLof
NCTS, Urbana, Illinois, 1975.

Comments,: The utility of this report will depend upon the reader's attitude toward
the subject of reading rate itself. Those who think it a trivial subject
will not find it useful: those who are interested in rate will find
little that is new or uvexpected. NAEP found few "super readers"
(> 750 w.p.m.), a ftet which might be dismaying to Evelyn Wood students.
The major utility of the book lias in the fact that it is a national
study of reading rate and it contains data on 9-year-olds, 13yearolda.
17yearolds and adults.
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Tit' ,at of Educational Progress Writing Objectives, Second
ERIC 0 ED 012 460, 33 pp.

Conte.

Report: 01 ,le3 Booklet

It(s)_e i s , Writing Assessment

-3, 17.

:reduction to NAIP
ascription of procedures used to revise objectives

4riCing Objectives:

I. Demonstrates ability in writing to reveal personal feelings

and ideas.
A. Through free expression
B. Through the use of conventional modes of discourse

II. Demonstrates ability to write in response to a wide range of

societal demands and obligations. Ability is defined to

include correctness in usage, punctuation, spelling, inn form

or convention as appropriate to particular writing tasks,

Manuscripts, letters.
A. Social

1. Personal
2. Organizational
3. Community

B. Business/Vocational
C. Scholastic

III. Indicates the importance attached to wields skills.
A. Recognises the necessity of writing for a variety of

needs (as in I and /I)
B. Writes to fulfill those needs
C. Gets satisfaction, even enjoyment, from having written

something well

Related Materials: All second writing *seesaw= reports

Comments: The differelces between these and the previous objectives are in-
structive. most striking is the first objective. which did not appear
in the earlier set. The notions that writing begins with the secisq.
faction of personal needs and that expressiveness is critical to
writing are ideas that have acquired renewed importence in the seventies.
These objectives are much more detailed than the earlier ones, also.
Each objective is explained at length sod adequacy of expression is
defined with sample papers. The reader of this booklet comes away with
a philosophy of writing, a feel for adequacy and a framework ss useful
for instruction as for assessment. Because they are so comprehensive,
these objectives are useful corroctives for people under pressure to
test "basic" writing.
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11

Ill: National Assessment of Educational Progress writing °Meetly's, 1969,

ERIC t CD 033 870. 19 pp.

?Yee of Revert: Objectives Booklet

Assesement(s)t 1969-70 Writing Assessment

Age Level(s): 9. 13, 17. Adult

Contents: - Introduction to NAEP by Ralph Tyler
Description of procedures used to develop writing objectives

- Writing Objectives

Write to Commmicate Adequately in a
Write to Communicate Adequately in a
Situation
Write to Communicate Adequately in a
Appreciate the Value of Writing

Social Selection
Business or Vocational

Scholastic Situation

- NAHA of individuals responsible for abiattiv2S.

Related Materials All Writing Assessment reports

Comments; These objectives. developed by Educational Testing Service in 1963,

reflect a "situational" view of writing. Although the word "adequately"

is used throughout. it is never defined; the drafters of the objectives

express hope that this problem can be passed on to readers of the re-

ports, who will judge adequacy by reading sample essays. In their
refusal to tie grammar to writing and in their leanings toward rhetorical
Cheery, these objectives were relatively sophisticated for 1965. the
*beams of an objective dealing with personal writing, however, was

glaring oversight. Fortunately. that would be corrected in the next

objectives.
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Title: National Assessment of Educational Progress Reading Objectives. 1970,

ERIC 0 ED 041 010, 34 pp.

Type of Report: Objectives Booklet

liessaments(a): 1970-71 Reading Assessment

Ale LavelOill 9, 13, 17, Adult (26.35)

pments: .roduction to MEP
.aription of procedures used to develop objectives

Reading objectives

I. Comprehend What Is Read
A. Read individual words
B. Read phrases, clauses and sentences
C. Read paragraphs, passages and longer words

II. Analyse What Is Read
A. Be able to trace sequences
S. Perceive the structure and organization of the work
C. See the techniques by which the author has created his effects

III. Use What Is Read
A, Remember significant parts of what is read.
B. follow written directions
C. Obtain information efficiently

IV. Raison Logically free:What Is Read
A. Draw appropriate inferences from the material that is read

and "read between the lines" where necessary
3, Arrive at a general principle after examining a series of

derails
C. Reason from a general principle to specific instances

V. Make Judgments Concerning What is Read
A. Relate what is read to things other than the specific

material being read
S. find and use appropriate criteria in making judgments about

what is read
C. Make judgments about a work on the basis of what is found

in the work itself

Vt. Have attitudes about and an interest in reading

Names of individuals responsible for objectives

Related Material: All reading assessment reports

Comments: Developed in 1965 by both Science Researth Associates and Educational
Testing Service for the National Assessment, these first Reading
objectives are very comprehensive. Surprisingly, many of them remain
relevant and anticipate the third set of combined Reading and Literature
objectives developed in 1978. Although they reflect a 60's concern
with such things as decoding, word attack skills and speed reading;
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although they assume a no longer fashianable "bottom-up", hierarchical
processing model; and although they make distinctions between literal
and inferential comprehension which few people would support today,
they nevertheless promote such goals as: using cancan for word
identification; understanding jargon; comprehending structure and cone;
interpreting figuracive language in all manner of discourse; under-
standing various rhetorical devices; analyzing literary and expository
works; recognizing propaganda; making value judgments; and more.
They are not parochial, ameiscic or trivial., as so many reading ob-
jectives are. The sophisticated yin find some philosophical fuzziness
and some placing of aubskills under the wrong major skills, bun the
general reader vill find in these an interesting starting point for
curricular or assessment planning.
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Uational Assessment of Educations/ Progress Report 5: Vritine, Croup
Results A, ERIC J ED 031 246, April, 1971, 143 pp.

TIPpe of Ilion: Technical Summary for Technically-Oriented Audience

AulmUent: 1969-70 Writing Assessment

Ale Level(el: 9, 13, 17, Adult (26 -35)

Variables: Sex, Region, Size of Community

Item Type(s): Multiple choice. short answer, yes/no

lima: Percentages of success end standard errors for each released exercise,
each variable group, each age level.

Distribution of differences and median difference from che national
performance level, each variable group.

Other Content: Introduction to 101P; copies of released exercises; sample essays
at the top, the middle and the bottom of the (holistically
judged) quality distribution; discussion of exercises upon
which groups performed atypically well or poorly.

Source ;Material Available to Researchers: Report 10 contains a sample of the
essays written for this assessment

Relatad Material: 1969 Writine Oblectives.
Mallon, John, Nalional Assessment and the Teachin of

Enslish, NCTR, Urbana, Illinois, 197 .

Comments: See entry for Report 3 for brief discussion of problems in reporting
results of holistic scoring. These problems are ameliorated some-
what when one is comparing groups to the national level of performance.
This is so because even if the national percentage has no definite
meaning. departures from it by different groups of people do: This
report still cannot tell us how veil people write, but at least it
can tell us which groups perform better and which worse than average.

This is a very difficult report to read, partly because the data
have been overanalyzed (statistically), and underthought about. But
it is worth wading through because it documents unequal achievement
of various groups of people, including adults.
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Title: Nacional. Assessment of Educational Progress Report 3: Writing. National
Results, ERIC 0 ED 051 245, November, 1970. 162 pp.

Type of Report: National Results for General Audience

Assessment(s): 1969-70 Writing Assessment

Anr-ee): 9, 13, 17. Adult (26-35)

Variables: Nona

Its. Type(s): Multiple choice, essay/letter, short answer, yes/no

Data; Percentages of success by exercise for each objective, each age; per-
centages of yes /no responses; results compared for exercises taken by
two or more ass levels; special study of 13-year-olds'and 17-year-olds'
performance on an essay task assigned to both.

Other Content: Backgtound on NAEP; writing objectives; description of data
gathering methods; copies of actual exercises used in assessment;
Scoring guidos for short answer and essay questions; examples
of essays at the top, the middle and the bottom of the (holistically
judged) quality distribution; description of MEP variable groups;
desctiption of sampling' and weighting procedures; description of
essay scoring procedures and special overlap study; number of
respondents by package and age.

Source Material Available to Researchers: Report 10 contains a sample of the
essays written for thiS assessment.

_Related Material: 1969 Writing Objectives.
Mallon, John, National Assessment and the Teaching of

English, NCTE, Urbana, Illinois, 1075.

Cbmmenrs: With the writing of this first report, it became clear that the
assessment of writing was not structured in a way that facilitated
conclusions about the quality of writing in America. Each objective
(Writs to Communicate Adequately in a Social Situation, a Vocational
Situation and a Scholastic Situation; Appreciate the Value of Writing)
was assessed with exercises which were too fey in number and too dif-
ferent in kind to allow any aggregation of them into summary data or
general statements. The results (which ranged from very low to very
high percentages) must be considered on an exercise-by-exercise basis.

Reporting of essay results founders upon the Achilles heel of holistic
scoring, Since there are DO criteria for excellence and the scoring is
entirely relative, all we know is that the essays fell into a normal
distribution; some are better than others, but wa do not know why and
the report cannot tell us why. An insenius attompt to solve this
problem by ptesenting essays and telling the reader that "13Z of
the essays ware this good or better" only place& the burden of criteria
upon the reader and leaves us wondering about the exact nature of these
unimaginable "equally good or better" essays. This serious weakness
led to the development of primary-trait scoring, which enables one to
describe essays in terms of absolute quality and make concrete judgments
about improvement Or decline.

Because it contains data about adult writing performance, because many
of the writing tasks are interesting in themselves and because it
illustrates so well the problems involved in reporting the results of
holistic scoring, the report is well worth examining.
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Title: Second Assessment Literature Objectives, 1973; ERIC # ED 113 737, 12 pp.

Type of Report: Objectives Booklet

usessseut(s): Because the second literature assessment was delayed by five
years, these objectives per se have never been assessed. Parts
of this document were blended with Reading objectives for the
1980-81 leading/Literature assessment.

Age Level(s): 9, 13, 17

Contents: Description of procedures for developing revised objectives.
Background racionals for objectives.
Objectives:

I. Experiences literature -- is aware that literary qualities
exist in a variety of forms. Seeks experiences with literature
in any form, from any culture.
A. Listens to literature
B. Reeds literature.
C. Witnesses literature.

II.. Responds to literature -- responds to literature in any form,
from any culture, in a variety of ways -- emotionally,
reflectively, creatively -- and shares responses with others.
A. Responds emotionally participates emotionally in the

world of a work of literature
B. Responds reflectively -- understands a work of literature

by'reflecting upon it in a variety of ways
C. Responds creatively -- uses language imaginatively in

response to a work of literature
D. Shares responses with others -- shares emotional,

-flective and creative responses in a variety of ways
III. Vali._ terature recognises that literature plays a

significant continuing role in the experience of the individual
and society
A. Recognizes that literature nay be a source of enjoyment
B. Recognizes that experience with literature may be a means

of developing self - understanding and personal values
C. Recognizes that experience with literature may be a means

of understanding the nature of man and the diversity of
culture

D. Recognizes that literature and society may influence
each other

E. Recognizes that literature may be a significant means
of transmitting and sustaining the values of a culture

People associated with the development end review of objectives.

Coements: The most striking differences between these and the first objectives
is the shift in the definition of literature away free the concept
that it is a corpus of works, toward the notion that it is a quality
of language use. The statement of assumptions says quite plainly
"Literature is language used imaginatively." It follows from this
radical shift that Literary instruction is instruction about particular
uses of language, not instruction centered upon a list of "great
books" or "literature of excellence." Indeed. the goal that people
learn about a wide range of classic texts disappeared entirely in
these objectives. They presume that all people have access to
"literary experience" as long as they have access to language and
imagination. From the elitism of the first objectives we swing to an
opposite extreme of "egalitarian" goals -.- more vague, to be Sure,
less confident -- but more interesting and challenging in complaisant.
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Lisa of confidence in literature as a definable descipline with a
specific content reveals itself also in the statements about valuing.

T. 1965 objectives state boldly "Recognize that participating in
tha literary experience is a prime fora of enjoyment"; in 1975,
however, consultants hat mare comfortable with "Recognizes that
literstlarenUm a Source of enjoyment" (Emphasis mine). Some
would VIM this modification as a long-overdue descent from the ivory

tower; others will see it as abandonment of belief or submission to

the anti-intellectualism of the 60s and early 70s.

The 1963 and 1973 RAEP literature objectives reflect considerable
changes in attitudes toward lite:cry instruction after a profound

decade of American experience. Iley are cultural, as well as

educational documents, worth reflecting upon for cultural, as wall

as education, reasons.
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Title: WrIAllEsurite: An Assessment of Revision Skills, National Assessment of
Educational Progress Report 05-4-04, July, 1977, 30 pp.

Moe of Retorts Selected Results for General Audience

Assesement(s): 1969-70, 1973 -74 Writing Assessments

Age Level(s): 9, 13, 17

Variables; Region, Six. Race, Community Type, Parental Education

Item Type(s): Essay' letter.

Data: National and variable group percentages of papers at 4 levels of quality,
ages 9, 13

Percentages of people revising their papers /letters
Percentages making the following kinds of revisions cosmetic, mechanical,

grammatical, continuational, informational, transitional, stylistic,
orgenisetionsl, holistic

Other Contents Explanations of terms, scoring procedures, etc.

Source Escorial Available to Researchers: Contact EASY

Related Malaria: M;;tafteljagzaissritincalRasedVolums

Comments: The flaws'in this study should not detract from the fact that it is
an extraordinary effort to gather national data on a critical aspect
otthe writing process. Nine- and 13-year-olds were given five
facts about the moon and were asked to organize them into paper
about the moon. The report describes the organizational quality of
the essays and then describes what happened when the students were
.told to

essays
papers. Seventeen-year-olds were given a

rhetorical situation involving a letter to a negligont grocer; their,
letters were evaluated in terms of their content and appropriateness
of tone. They wars also subjected to the same revision analysis as
the younger students' papers were.

One can wish for more: for an assignment that covered all three
ages; for more rigid "before" and "after" quality evaluations; for
Various syntactic, or linguistic analyses -.. and so on. But there is
plenty of useful information packed into this little report and it
represents a productive start in this area of research. The cate-
gories of revision analysis can be more clearly defined by future
researchers and tiad mare meticulously to various linguistic and
semantic levels; but even as they stand, they have obvious classroom
implications.
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liag: National Assessment Reoort_11. Writing, ERIC 0 ED 077 029, 1973, 80 pp.

:Woe of ROM: Selected Results for General Audience

Asiessment(a),: 1969 -70 Writing Assessment

424_1dr:elle': 9, 13, 17* Adult (26-33)

Veriebles: Region, Sex, Color, Use and Type of Community, Parental Education

Item Tvoe(s)s Multiple choice, essay/letter, short answer

my Percentages of success for each age group and variable group within age.
Performance comparisons an items common to two or more ANC

Other Content: Exercises.
Discussion of results.

,Source Miteriel_Availahlt_to Researchers: Contact SUP

lasted Material: Mellon, John, National Assessment and the Teaching_of
NCTE, Urbana, tllinois, 1975.

WritintObleetives.
Resort 5.

SOIMMWIS This report was an afterthought attempt to present first assessment
writing results in yet another form. Report S had presented summary
results for all ages by sex, region and size of community. This
report addresses the additional variables of race, sit* and type of
community and parental education, but it presents exercise-level
results* not (as Report 3 did) summary results across all exercises.
It documents differential performance bYarious groups of people at
different ages on quite different tasks, so it is worth perusing.
Although it is organised by objective, generalization from the
results of two or three tasks to conclusions about achievement of
every objective remains impossible. The questions and results related
to Objective IV* "Appreciate the Value of Writing," are quite interest-
ing and do not appear anywhere else.
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tau: Undertanding_inaginative Language, National assessment Report 024.-01,
JERIC ED 077 002, 1973. 197 pp.

Pee of Reports Selected Results for General Audience

sseeement(s): 1970-71 Literature Assessment

dta Level(eL: 9, 13, 17, Adult (26-35)

Va rteblsst Ration, Sax, Oise and Type of Community, Race, Parental Education,
Oise of Community

Item Tyee(s): Multiple choice, multiple choice with short answer defense of
choice.

au: Percentages of 9-year-olds, 13,-year-olds, 17- year -olds and adults selecting
Correct answers.

Differences from national percentages for variable groups.
Standard errors for all percentages.
Distributions of group differences for all exercises in report.
Median difference from the nation on all exercises for each variable STOUP,
Comparisons of 9, 13, 17 and adult performance on common items.

Other Content: Scoring criteria for short-answer responses.
Sample responses.

Source Material,Availableto Researchers: Raw results on 1600 SPX, Srrecit
data tapes usable only on IBM 360 or 370 hardware with CS or VS operating
systems f $94.00/tapa.

Relpted Materiels 02-GtY, Reading and Literature General Information Yeartak.
Literature Objectives, First Assessment.
Milian, John, National Assessment and the Teachinm of
Endislp NCTE, Urbana, fiMis, 1975.

Grinders f, ?aye Louise, "The National Assessment of
Literature: A Review," Research in the Teaching of
English, 9:1180-97, Spring, 1975.

Comments: This report deals with those assessment exercises designed to probe
understanding of poetic rhythm and logic, puns, metaphors and genres
es well as those assessing inference in poetry. These areas do not
by any means exhaust the field of "imaginative language," and herein
lies a built-in limitation of the report. Much was not assessed and
same.of what was assessed was not done well or thoroughly. Since
results are reported exercise by exercise, the reader can pick and
choose, but sonnet generalize with much confidence.
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